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FLOOR BRICK

Summitville floor brick is the perfect heavy-duty ceramic material ... produced exclusively for industrial and commercial installations. High grade raw material and advanced production methods assure highest resistance to impact, abrasion and shock ... impervious to acids, oils, greases, chemicals and fire. Available in 5 floor surfaces to meet every requirement. Contact your local ceramic tile contractor, or write direct to ...
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CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY IN U.S.A.

Developing the theme of this issue largely as a soundly documented statement of the increasing importance of concrete as an architectural material, the Editors have brought together illustrative examples and pertinent articles ranging from historical experience to current and projected works. A prefatory account by Ada Louise Huxtable tracing development of concrete construction in this country from c. 1844 is followed by a report on the design potentials of Exposed Concrete Today prepared by Technical Editor Holmes. In two sections, Cast-In-Place Technique Studied and Precasting Makes New Strides, are grouped first a report on the search for better ways of handling cast-in-place concrete by Edward L. Freidman of I. M. Pei & Associates, with two examples from that office—Kips Bay Plaza Apartments in New York (S. J. Kessler & Sons, Associated Architects) and Society Hill project in Philadelphia; and then a discussion of possibilities in concrete design by Consulting Engineer August E. Komendant, with Philadelphia’s Police Administration Building by Geddes, Brecher & Qualls illustrating outstanding use of precast concrete.
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T-STEEL — New! Galvanized. For clear spans to 820°. Adaptable to acoustical and flush, luminous treatments. Provides superior diaphragm to resist seismic and wind loads.

**Ceiling Treatments with T-Steel Deck**

- Standard Tile or Board
- Light Diffuser
- Surface-mounted Fixture
- Lath-and-Plaster Fireproofing

**INLAND coordinated roof**

**TYPE B ACOUSTIDeck** — For purlin spacings to 10'. Uses minimum of 1" rigid insulation board.

**TYPE C ACOUSTIDeck** — For purlin spacings to 24'. Uses minimum of 1½" rigid insulation board.

**Acoustideck** serves as a combination steel roof deck and acoustical ceiling having a Noise Reduction Coefficient of .70. It is especially practical over gymnasiums and other areas where it is important to have acoustical treatment not easily damaged.

Panels are erected fast in any weather that a man can work. Since the panels are Bond-erized, then covered with a baked-enamel prime finish, field-painting costs can be cut in half because only one finish coat is required normally. The fluted underside is left exposed as an attractive ceiling.
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Another Roddis "First!"

New 7/16" Architectural Craftwall

FIRE RETARDANT

Now all the richness and beauty of genuine wood paneling, plus amazing new fire safety, can be yours with Fire-Retardant Architectural Craftwall. Because its unique, new center core is Roddis' man-made board—Timblend—treated with special fire-retarding chemicals. It's the first particle-core paneling to be listed and labeled by Underwriters' Laboratories!

New FR Architectural Craftwall is designed particularly for offices, or for schools, hospitals, public buildings—anyplace where fire safety is of vital concern. Choose from a wide range of hardwoods. Available prefinished the exclusive Roddis way for lasting beauty and durability. And at a considerable savings over ordinary fire-retardant plywood 3/4" paneling.

FR is just one achievement of Roddis' pioneering with wood. There are others. Such as man-made Timblend... wood doors, guaranteed never to warp... veneers... custom paneling... special wood finishes... modern woodworking adhesives.
I. M. Pei Wins Idlewild Terminal Competition

Multiairline Building Will Be Glass Pavilion

NEW YORK, N. Y. An invited competition for the design of a new multiairline terminal building at New York International Airport has been won by I. M. Pei of I. M. Pei & Associates. Jury for the five-entry competition, sponsored by the Port of New York Authority, consisted of Wallace K. Harrison, Pietro Belluschi, and L. Bancel LaFarge, with Robert W. McLaughlin as professional advisor. The building will accommodate all airlines not housed in the foreign-flag Airline Wing Building or the six domestic airline unit terminals. Site is next door to Eero Saarinen’s TWA Terminal, now under construction.

The Pei design provides a block-long, two-story-high rectangular pavilion glazed on all four sides. A space-frame roof will be supported by free-standing reinforced-concrete pylons outside the glass walls. The main level will contain ticketing desks, baggage check and claim facilities, and waiting areas. The mezzanine will have a restaurant and bar, concessions, and more waiting areas. Baggage handling areas, offices, and mechanical spaces will occur at the subsurface level. The terminal will have two fingers with a total of 12 gate positions.

Pei’s submission describes the roof as a space frame composed of steel-pipe tetrahedrons in a checkerboard pattern on a 12½ ft orthogonal grid. They are tied together at top by a reinforced-concrete slab and at bottom by groups of tension cables in the central area, and by steel-pipe compression members at the main supports around the periphery. Roller bearings between the roof and the columns will permit thermal expansion of the roof structure. Henry N. Cobb, Leonard Jacobson, and Kellogg Wong of Pei’s office worked with him.

Other designs submitted were by: 1 B. Sumner Gruzen of Kelly & Gruzen; 2 Arvin Shaw, III of Carson & Lundin; 3 Philip Johnson of Philip Johnson Associates; and 4 Morris Ketchum, Jr. of Ketchum & Sharp.
FEDERAL CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM PRODUCES MIDIOCRE RESULTS

Buildings for Capital Reflect "Monumentalese"

WASHINGTON, D.C. The proliferation of new Federal office buildings, buildings to house special agencies and bureaus, and adjuncts of the Smithsonian Institute here has created an architectural spectacle at once fascinating and appalling. Acres of blueprints for the $580-millions construction program show buildings which, for blandness of approach and subservience to official "monumentalese," would be hard to duplicate in the most backward state capital. That the same city could contain such pedestrian future buildings and what promises to be—at least—an exciting architectural project in the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial is a comment on those in the General Services Administration responsible for design approval. GSA, incidentally, characterizes the building program as "not only the largest Federal building pro-

gram ever authorized for the nation's capitol [sic] but also one of the best co-ordinated in terms of the over-all plans for the city." One advantage of the program is that it has caused and will cause the demolition of numbers of "tempo," or temporary office buildings which have been eyesores. Perhaps the sheer anonymity of much of the new design will provide a neutral backdrop to Washington's more important old and new structures.

NEW BUILDING SET FOR SAN FRANCISCO’S FRENCH HOSPITAL

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. The 66-year-old buildings housing San Francisco’s historic French Hospital are scheduled to be demolished soon to make way for a contemporary hospital building designed by John Carl Warnecke & Associates and Rex Whitaker Allen. The first stage of construction for the new building will provide 200 beds; the old hospital contained 196 beds. Surgery, laboratories, and X-ray units will also be built, but left unfinished for completion later.

Main façade of the ground floor will be glazed from floor to ceiling, the glass being recessed behind circular columns. A garden court will be seen at the front of the building. The ground floor will contain administrative offices, newsstand, gift shop, and a waiting area, and eventually radiology department, laboratories, and physical therapy units. On the main façade, the three upper floors will have almost floor-to-ceiling windows between which will occur warm-colored, rough-textured precast-concrete panels. Bronze-anodized metal grills above and below each window will act as brise soliels and add to the rhythmic treatment of the façade. Floors two and three will be quite similar, containing nursing units, private and semi-private rooms, and five-bed wards. The second floor will include a 10-bed intensive care unit, and the third floor a 12-bed pediatric unit. In the initial stage, the fourth floor will have a medical-surgical nursing unit; eventually it will also contain obstetrical department with maternity beds and nurseries. The T shape of the building was dictated by a desire to have the nurses’ stations and service cores at the center of the plan, for ease to access to all rooms and wards. A unique feature of the private and semi-private rooms is the placing of toilets on the exterior wall instead of next to the door. In addition to freeing the entrance side of the room, this creates a small private “solarium”.

Landscape architect: Lawrence Halprin; structural engineer: Smith & Moorhead; mechanical and electrical engineer: Kasin, Guttman & Malayan.

Plan for floors two and three illustrates placing of toilets on exterior walls.

Site plan shows axial arrangement of hospital facing garden court.
First World’s Fair Design: A Beer Garden

80-Ft Towers to Support Indoor-Outdoor Dining


The pavilion will have two levels, a spacious, 50,000-sq-ft beer garden at ground level, and an indoor-outdoor dining area perched atop columns and a service shaft. The beer garden will be landscaped with pools, trees, and planting, and will seat 1000 imbibers. Strolling musicians will serenade beer enthusiasts both at ground level and on the terraces above. Glass-encased elevator shafts and a “Ferris-wheel lift” will carry visitors up to the tower level, which will have a 500-drinker capacity.

The hexagonal motif of the gardens will be carried up to the dining level, which will be in the form of 32 hexagonal pods, each measuring 630 sq ft. These will be cantilevered from their central columns by means of aluminum outrigger trusses. Seventy percent of the restaurant will be glass-enclosed and air conditioned; the remainder will be an open terrace from which to view Fair activities.

Plans for the Rheingold pavilion have been accepted by the vice president of the Fair in charge of industrial exhibits, who said the project is “in superb taste and in complete harmony with the theme and general architectural pattern of the Fair.”

One thing is certain, you won’t be able to miss Rheingold.
Miami AIA Helps Business District Renewal

Three-Phase Program
Proposed for Future

MIAMI, FLA. Florida South Chapter, AIA, which has set up a Community Development Committee to assist in a Miami Central Business District Study being conducted by municipal and county officials, recently held a competition among its members for the redevelopment of a typical block in that city's business district. The winning designs, by Lester C. Pancoast of Pancoast, Ferendino, Skeels & Burnham, attracted a great deal of attention on exhibit and publication in the local press.

Pancoast proposes a three-phase redevelopment program for the area. First phase (above) would see the introduction of 20-ft-wide sidewalks protected by glass-fiber “sails” stretched on aluminum frames. Unity of streetfront would be achieved through control of lettering and style of store signs.

Second phase, for 1970s, would center on creation of dramatic street-intersection malls sheltered by aluminum frame and glass fiber devices connected to the four corner buildings. Royal Poinciana palms would be planted along the malls.

Upper pedestrian malls along and across the streets would be introduced in 1980s. These would feed from garages and bus terminals.

H. Samuel Kruse, AIA committee chairman, states, “We must come to grips with our present problem or we will have a rather ridiculous ruin in the very center of our midst.”
Museum Shows Visionary Design

NEW YORK, N. Y. Current show at Museum of Modern Art, to remain through December 4, is "Visionary Architecture." Exhibition shows imaginative work by many architects which was either technologically impossible to build when conceived, or which society lacked philosophies or programs to support. While almost anything seems technologically possible today, the problem of what to build for our society remains a compelling one. The exhibition shows what a number of thoughtful architects and designers would like to build, given society's support. American and European architects and designers shown include Frank Lloyd Wright, Louis I. Kahn, Le Corbusier, Frederick Kiesler, Hans Poelzig, Bruno Taut, Jean-Claude Mazet, El Lissitsky, Kiyonari Kikutake, James Fitzgibbon and C. D. Sides. Examples shown on this page are: 1 Marine City, Tokyo Bay (1959), by Kiyonari Kikutake; 2 City (1950), by Jean-Claude Mazet; 3 Salzburg Festival Hall, by Hans Poelzig; 4 Skyscraper, by Louis I. Kahn; 5 Skyscraper, by El Lissitsky; 6 Bridge City (1960), by James Fitzgibbon and C. D. Sides; 7 Friendship House, Istanbul, by Hans Poelzig; and 8 Philadelphia Civic Center, by Louis I. Kahn.

Faith Moves Missions Mobilely

In Massachusetts

BURLINGTON, MASS. A prefabricated mission house by Carl Koch Associates which looks like a church instead of the usual miniature army barracks has been erected here. Working with Geometrics, Inc., and Acorn Structures, Inc., Koch devised a hexagonal structure surmounted at the center by a high clerestoried "steeple." The mission will be used as temporary worship space by congregations in the area while permanent churches are being constructed. It has a nave seating 150 people, plus classrooms which can be opened into the main area to provide additional seating. In the area behind the altar is a room for pre-school children, a study, a kitchen, women's and men's lavatories, and, at each side of the building, space for heaters. Spokesmen for the diocese estimate that the mission is good for six or seven moves before needing major renovations.

Photos by David Hirsch
PERSONALITIES

I. M. Pei came to the United States from Canton, China, his birthplace, in 1935 to attend MIT. Graduated from there in 1939, he travelled on an MIT fellowship, did research at Bell Telephone Laboratories, and worked briefly for Stone & Webster before going into service with National Defense Research Committee at Princeton in 1942. After the war, he received his M. Arch. from Harvard, where he later taught while working in the office of Hugh Stubbins. More recently, he has done much work for William Zeckendorf. His independent practice has just received a major shot in the arm with the awarding of the multi-airline terminal commission at New York International Airport (see pages 71, 73). Other non-Zeckendorf commissions currently on the boards are the Earth Sciences building at MIT, the U. S. Chancellery in Montevideo, and the 15-acre East-West Center at University of Hawaii.

P/A Editor Thomas H. Creighton has been appointed consulting editor for the architectural book department of Reinhold Publishing Corporation. He will assist and advise in the development and appraisal of new book projects. . . . R. Buckminster Fuller receives the Frank P. Brown Medal of the Franklin Institute on the 19th. . . . Four new members of the University of Illinois architectural faculty are Stephen Tang, Jacques Collin, Norman C. Day, and William Engel . . . Speaking out against New York’s knuckling under to the automobile in the form of municipally sponsored parking garages, Victor Gruen stated to civic officials that “Inasmuch as the space needs for private automobile traffic are insatiable, each step taken to facilitate the movement and storage of private automobiles in an area results in the necessity for additional steps until a point is reached where the major portion of available land in a city core has to be surrendered to automobiles.” Needless to say, this expert testimony fell on deaf ears, and Mayor Robert F. Wagner dedicated the first municipal garage a few days later . . . Harland Bartholomew retired as chairman of National Capital Planning Commission, was succeeded by A. M. Woodruff, Dean of School of Government of George Washington University . . . Ralph Cowan, Dean of School of Architectural and Town and Country Planning at Edinburgh College of Art, and Douglas Jones, Director of School of Architecture at Birmingham College of Arts and Crafts are two Britons who will serve as visiting critics at Cornell University during the 1960-61 session. JeanAlphene, Swedish architect, and Santiago Agurto-Calvo, Peruvian architect, will also serve. American visiting critics will be A. Quincy Jones, Paul Hayden Kirk, Peter Blake, Edwin Thurlow, Charles Warner, and Robert Little . . . Re-elected President of Board of Municipal Art Commissioners, Los Angeles, was Architect Paul R. Williams.

One of the most varied practices on record is the one conducted by Marcel Breuer, born for low countryman of Zsa Zsa Gabor. Past projects have ranged from UNESCO Headquarters in Paris to a college library in the Bronx, from a major department store in redeveloped Rotterdam to the design of graphics for an East Coast railroad. After studying and teaching at the Bauhaus, Breuer worked for two years in London before joining Gropius in a designing-teaching partnership at Harvard for a decade. Establishing his own practice in New York in 1946, he was for a long while noted mainly for his imaginative houses. His ties to Europe have continued strong, many of his major projects of recent date being there.

Six first-stage winners in Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Competition are: Abraham W. Geller of New York, associated with Douglas Gordon, Diana Kirch, and Claude Samton; Tasso Katsebas of Pittsburgh; Rolf Myller of New York; William F. Pedersen and Bradford S. Tilney of Boston, associated with Joseph Wassertman, David Beer, and Sculptor Norman Hoberman; J. Edward Luders, Hideo Sasaki, Don Olson, and Robert J. Reilly associated as Sasaki-Walker-Luders of Watertown, Mass.; and Joseph J. Weiher of the University of Michigan, associated with Harold J. Borkin. Each of these winners will receive $10,000 and will prepare detailed drawings and models for submission in the final judging, which will take place Dec. 29-30. Jury is composed of Pietro Bellschi, Thomas D. Church, Bartlett Hayes, Jr., Joseph Hudnut, and Paul Rudolph.

A friend of Meyer Katzman moved into a new house recently, and described it as being in “Channel style.” To Katzman’s obvious question, he replied, “Oh, Channel style is half English Tudor and half French Provincial.”

“We in the design professions must furnish the senses of the people. We must have the eyes that see, the ears that hear, the nose that smells, the touch that feels, the mind that dreams the dreams of what could be — not what is. Ours is the training and responsibility to imagine what is not there, but what could be. It is up to us to raise the vision of the people above the squalor of accidental development. Ours is the obligation to change the values of the people, picturing more desirable goals — things worth living for.” Such were the words spoken by Robert E. Alexander at the graduating exercises of Rhode Island School of Design last summer. This philosophy of the architect’s function accompanies Alexander into his new phase as head of Robert E. Alexander & Associates. Associated with Richard Neutra for ten years, he includes in his professional dossier many citations to his skill as a planner — he was president and commissioner of Los Angeles Planning Commission from 1948 to 1951, when he resigned to go to India as a consultant on planning and housing for United Nations. He is a founder-member of International Center for Regional Planning and Development in England, and was author of The Rural City and co-author of Rebuilding the City. Much-honored Alexander has received awards and citations from Progressive Architecture, AIA, and other organizations, and became an AIA Fellow at 46. He sees an important responsibility facing the design professions — “By the year 2000 only half of manmade America which we know today will still remain, and we will have built new 150% of the man-made environment that now exists on this continent. We must dedicate ourselves to making this new America, America the Beautiful!”

Sketches by Patricia Coburn
In League with Architecture

Fall and winter exhibitions for New York's Architectural League have been announced: Oct. 6-Nov. 2, Urban Renewal; Nov. 3-Nov. 16, Members Exhibit of Sculpture and Painting; Nov. 17-Dec. 14, New Dimensions in Architectural Photography; Dec. 15-Jan. 4, Scenic Designers Offstage. League season got off to a dramatic start on Oct. 6 when members of the Senior Dramatic Workshop presented two one-act plays. Theme of formal meetings to come was announced by Program Chairman Ulrich Franzen as "1960 and the Arts."

Stick to Your Standards

John Crosby, in his column for the New York Herald-Tribune, contributed a timely, and depressing, paragraph on declining values in today's life: "Rotten TV shows, rotten books, rotten movies—is that as far as it goes? No, it doesn't [sic]. The decline in competence, the decline in standards of performance seem to touch every line of American endeavor. New cars on the roads are so badly put together the door handles start to fall off in the second week. New apartment buildings in New York are so poorly made you can hear the toilets flush on the next floor. There is no pride anywhere in doing things well. Just get it done, get paid, leave town before the suckers catch on."

Awards, Contest, Scholarship

1961 AIA Honor Awards prizes will total $9350 in contest to design mobile home parks. Sponsored by Mobile Home Research Foundation and Rogers Industries, competition has blessing of American Society of Landscape Gardeners. Prizes will be awarded in two categories, professional and student. Students must register by Oct. 15, professionals by Dec. 15. Information from John L. Bloom, Professional Advisor, Mobile Home Park Competition, 20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Ill. . . . . . . Applicants for annual Arnold W. Brunner Scholarship of New York Chapter AIA should apply to Peter S. Van Bloem, Secretary of New York Chapter, 115 East 40th St., New York 16, N. Y. Nov. 15 is deadline for submission of subject and outline of program.

Underneath the Arches On Michigan Boulevard

Ascot Motor Hotel, set for Chicago's Michigan Boulevard, will be distinguished by a façade of two-story high, black-painted concrete arches at its base. Remaining floors of the nine-story structure will be standard aluminum curtain wall except for a wide strip of faceted marble on the east elevation. Hotel, designed by A. Epstein & Sons, will have an exterior swimming pool and a promenade. Bringing continental culture to the Midwest, twelve of the suites will have bidets.

ENGINEERING JOBS

A call for engineering job applicants has been made by the New York District of the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. Jobs range from $5355 to $8955 per annum. Write to Area Engineer, U. S. Army Engineer District, New York, Plattsburg Area Field Office, P. O. Box 161, Plattsburg, N. Y.

AIA Convention Festivities

Non-business events at the 1961 AIA Convention in Philadelphia (Apr. 23-28) will be highlighted by a Monday evening concert by the Philadelphia Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy, followed by a buffet-ball at the venerable Bellevue-Stratford Hotel. Delegates may start the week on a spiritual note by attending Sunday afternoon services at Christ Church, hearing vesper sung by the Old St. Peter's Church Boys Choir, and having buffet supper at the Gloria Dei Church, built in 1700. Longwood Gardens and the Winterthur Museum, the two duPont showplaces, will be open for tours, and wives will enjoy tea at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, a performance at Playhouse-in-the-Park, and a trip to New Hope in Bucks County. There will be a cocktail party in the Franklin Institute, and architectural tours of all sorts have been planned. Plans for hospitality on the
part of individual Philadelphia architects are well along. For tickets to events, write Philadelphia Chapter AIA, 2400 Architects Building, Philadelphia 3.

Sullivan-Adler Building Reprieved in Chicago

Chicago's 68-year-old Garrick Theater building, designed by Louis Sullivan and Dankmar Adler, was recently saved by court order from destruction. The theater, originally called the Schiller, has been a movie house since 1925, recently a non-paying one. Balaban & Katz, the building's owners had leased the site to another concern which intended putting up a combination office building and parking garage. Mayor Richard J. Daley and a citizen's committee, devotees of the structure, received anti-demolition support from the City of Chicago Commission on Architectural Landmarks, the City Planning Department, New York's Museum of Modern Art, and about fifty college and university schools of architecture. Mayor Daley has suggested that the Illinois legislature authorize a bond issue for the restoration of the building, which is in poor repair.

Bells Are Ringing In Philadelphia

The Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania has announced plans for a new headquarters building on Arch St. at the intersection of Benjamin Franklin Parkway and 16th St. The 18-story structure is to be completed in Fall 1962. Walls will be stainless steel with gray tinted windows. bronze-covered structural perimeter columns will provide flat interior walls and give vertical emphasis to the facade. The entrance area will feature two reflecting pools surrounded by decorative fencing. Sidewalks will be equipped with snow-melting facilities. Architect: Maurice Fletcher.

Strongly-Patterned Face For Outpatient Clinic

A four-story, reinforced concrete building to be used exclusively for the outpatient services of the Los Angeles County General Hospital has been proposed. It will be equipped to handle 3000 patients a day and also will house related facilities such as laboratories, pharmacy, medical social service, etc. The clinic, believed by the architects to be the world's largest outpatient building for a public charitable institution, will accommodate 15 basic clinics with approximately 65 subspecialties. The windowless design is expected to save on air-conditioning load and maintenance. Architects: Arthur Froehlich, Douglas Honnold, and John Rex.

Wheel-Shaped Co-op Apartments on L. I.

Round Dune, which opened last summer in East Quogue, Long Island, consists of four two-story circular structures with 19 co-operative apartments each. The exterior is redwood accented with colored panels. Living, dining, and sleeping areas—and separate balconies—are on the fully-glazed view sides so tenants can see Shinnecock Bay or the Atlantic Ocean. A private swimming pool is provided, and landscaping includes beach plums, pines, and other native shrubs. Architects: James A. Evans and Olivier de Mes-

Guidebook to Early Wisconsin Architecture

Historic Wisconsin Architecture, by Architect Richard W. E. Perrin has been published by the Wisconsin Chapter AIA to develop an appreciation for the state's disappearing architectural heritage. Among the 76 structures described are Frank Lloyd Wright's complete works in the state and a series of half-timbered houses from the early 1800s said to be found only in Wisconsin (one is shown). Information on each building includes photographs, construction methods, description of materials, history, and a map pinpointing its location. Available from Wisconsin Chapter AIA, 4003 West Capitol Dr., Milwaukee 16, Wis., for $1.00.

Exhibit Center Set for New Haven Redevelopment

The pacemaking redevelopment activities of New Haven, Connecticut, now are exhibited in an ingeniously designed "Progress Pavilion" by local architects Carlin-Millard. The building stands across from New Haven Green at the gateway to the 700-acre midtown redevelopment area. Displayed inside are architectural models, photographs, and visual progress reports of the renewal project. Erected largely in one day, the pavilion is of structural concrete units made by the Plasticrete Corporation.
DEAR EDITOR:

In your August 1960 issue News Report section I find myself co-starred with Kim Novak. Though I have nothing whatever against Miss Novak, I have plenty against the house in front of which she is so prettily placed.

Architects seem to have only two problems with regard to credits they receive in connection with projects. The first is that they usually have to fight to get appropriate credit for those structures which they have designed. The second is the problem of getting credit for those buildings which they have not designed. Recent experience with the house which was constructed for the movie “Strangers When We Meet” seemed to point to the fact that the second problem is even more difficult to solve than the first.

It is true that we were asked to design a house by the movie-producing firm. Knowing something about the ways and procedures of the movie industry, we made it part of our contractual agreement that we would permit the use of our name in connection with the project only if our designs were followed and that we would have to authorize specifically the use of our name.

As matters turned out, nothing of our original design was left over after the combined efforts of the crew and the cast of the movie were applied. When we started to see the results, we evoked the condition of our contract that our name should not be used.

Somehow or other, the matter slipped first into the gossip columns and from there into a professional magazine of such respectability as PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE.

I would personally appreciate it if you would make it clear that Kim Novak and I are not co-starring, and that our firm does not wish to take credit or blame for the design of a house with which we had nothing to do.

Best regards, Victor Gruen.

OBITUARIES

Noted bridge designer Dr. David Bernard Steinman died in New York. He designed more than 400 spans throughout the world . . . . Clayton L. Foster, vice president for international sales of The Austin Company, died August 24.

CALENDAR

Theme of Producers' Council 39th Annual Meeting now being held in Chicago (Oct. 5-6) is “Marketing '60,” according to Council 1st Vice President Elmer A. Lundberg, who is also Director of Architectural Sales for Pittsburgh Plate Glass. . . . American Institute of Planners has its annual conference in Philadelphia, Oct. 23-27. . . . 1960 Fall Conference of Building Research Institute, Nov. 15-17 in Washington, D. C., will feature a conference on building research, one on structural foams, and a conference-workshop on fasteners for industrial curtain walls. . . . School Building Architectural Exhibits will be mounted at three regional conventions of American Association of School Administrators next year: San Francisco, Feb. 25-28; St. Louis, March 11-14; Philadelphia, March 25-28. Applications from Dr. Shirley Cooper, AASA, 1201 Sixteenth St., Washington 6, D. C. . . . St. Louis will also see 57th convention of American Concrete Institute, Feb. 20-23 . . . . American Society of Landscape Architects will have its 62nd annual meeting at Boulder, Colo. July 10-12.
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What Congress Didn't Do

Bills Failed for Many Reasons

Don’t rush to assign purely political reasons for the foundering of three major programs that carried a lot of construction money during the unhappy “bob tail” session of Congress. Politics—as P/A has commented often—surely dominated the session, and contributed to the action. But a lot of hard reasoning also went into the defeat of proposals for heavy expenditure in federal assistance to school construction, various schemes to aid housing, and increases in urban renewal programs.

You can say the same thing for the failure of Congress to act on raising the minimum wage floor, and for the flat failure of construction unions to get approval of their much-wanted “common situs” picketing demands.

But it doesn’t apply to the fact that aid to individual businessmen through tax deductions for self-financed retirement plans, relief from taxation for out-of-state businesses, and other matters didn’t get through. Basic reason here was lack of time.

To recapitulate, take the school construction program: though both political parties agreed that something should be done, the bills really foundered on the fact that nobody has any reliable statistics on just what the shortage of classrooms is, or just how many “excess” pupils there are (and by what standards they are excess). Said a minority report of the House Education and Labor Committee: “All sorts of ‘backlog’ figures have been bandied around before Congressional committees over the years, and to this day, no one in authority can be sure of the exact total. . . . ‘Normal capacity’ can vary . . . from 28 pupils or less per classroom to 30 or more . . . if both (areas) have 30 pupils in a class, one has excess enrollment, the other does not. . . . There can be little doubt that a considerable amount of the backlog reported . . . is merely a paper shortage.”

Take housing: As you know, various proposals were made, ranging from an increase in mortgage purchasing funds for Federal National Mortgage Association (thus injecting about $1 billion in new funds), to numerous direct proposals concerning other aid.

But Congress was heavily swayed by, among other things, the facts developing out of the 1960 Census. And those facts are beginning to indicate that maybe housing is running at about the right rate—in fact, they indicate that production of new housing units has been running con-
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1960 CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURES REPORTED TO SEC, AUGUST 1960

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USE OF PROCEEDS</th>
<th>APPROVED</th>
<th>DISAPPROVED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EDUCATION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELEM. &amp; SEC.</td>
<td>$410,756,000</td>
<td>$540,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER</td>
<td>9,325,000</td>
<td>4,375,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROADS &amp; BRIDGES</td>
<td>13,448,000</td>
<td>3,804,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATER &amp; SEWER</td>
<td>290,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH &amp; WELFARE</td>
<td>10,046,000</td>
<td>4,150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECREATION</td>
<td>2,195,000</td>
<td>5,742,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORTS &amp; AIRPORTS</td>
<td>5,555,000</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRIAL</td>
<td>4,150,000</td>
<td>300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VETERANS AID</td>
<td>400,000,000</td>
<td>525,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMIN &amp; OFFICE BLDG.</td>
<td>2,450,000</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCLASSIFIED</td>
<td>18,364,000</td>
<td>10,649,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>$895,144,000</td>
<td>122 $67,528,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BOND ELECTION RESULTS – JUNE 1960

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USE OF PROCEEDS</th>
<th>APPROVED</th>
<th>DISAPPROVED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EDUCATION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELEM. &amp; SEC.</td>
<td>$368,952,000</td>
<td>$369,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER</td>
<td>211,900,000</td>
<td>35,634,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROADS &amp; BRIDGES</td>
<td>185,355,000</td>
<td>450,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATER &amp; SEWER</td>
<td>68,005,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER UTILITIES</td>
<td>926,248,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH &amp; WELFARE</td>
<td>312,880,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECREATION</td>
<td>28,000,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORTS &amp; AIRPORTS</td>
<td>23,838,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRIAL</td>
<td>1,600,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLOOD CONTROL</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUBLIC HOUSING</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VETERANS AID</td>
<td>202,000,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMIN &amp; OFFICE BLDG.</td>
<td>67,000,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCLASSIFIED</td>
<td>159,291,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>$2,387,529,000</td>
<td>$2,387,529,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BOND ELECTIONS SCHEDULED AS OF JULY 1, 1960

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONTH</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JULY 1960</td>
<td>$69,093,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUGUST</td>
<td>13,600,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPTEMBER</td>
<td>13,990,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCTOBER</td>
<td>37,548,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVEMBER</td>
<td>1,199,165,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEBRUARY 1</td>
<td>400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARCH</td>
<td>70,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVEMBER</td>
<td>915,986,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO DATE SET</td>
<td>69,760,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>$2,387,529,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Take housing: As you know, various proposals were made, ranging from an increase in mortgage purchasing funds for Federal National Mortgage Association (thus injecting about $1 billion in new funds), to numerous direct proposals concerning other aid.

But Congress was heavily swayed by, among other things, the facts developing out of the 1960 Census. And those facts are beginning to indicate that maybe housing is running at about the right rate—in fact, they indicate that production of new housing units has been running con-
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sistantly ahead of population increases in most metropolitan areas.

For instance, Census found that his year, out of 42.2 million households of married couples, less than a million contained other married couples without their own homes—2.4 percent to be exact. That compares with 8.7 percent immediately after World War II, and Census says that this shows a significant decline in “doubling up” of families, as result of the great surge of housing construction.

In the Metropolitan Washington area (and in Chicago, according to local newspapers) housing construction has far outstripped population. In Washington, said Census figures, housing has increased at the rate of 47.5 percent, population at 34.5 percent in 10 years.

In Congress, Rep. E. J. Derwinski undertook to have printed in the Congressional Record statistics showing that one Chicago newspaper printed 33 columns of “want ads” one Sunday, offering houses and apartments for rent. Republican Derwinski used this as refutation of need for further public housing units.

Take urban renewal: Congress was obviously affected in taking its somewhat jaundiced view of urban renewal programs because they have been created in Washington’s Southwest area—and have remained largely as weed-grown rubble piles while various promoters and city and government agencies have struggled and squabbled over efforts to rebuild. (But note that Congress, on its last day, did push through stopgap legislation to permit continuance of three housing programs: a one-year extension of FHA’s home improvement loan program, $500 million added loan funds for college housing, and $50 million for community facilities loans.)

The Highway Program

The vast Interstate Highway program is certainly due for another round of attention from the House Public Works special subcommittee, even if the investigations are under wraps, probably until after the elections.

The committee itself (the Blatnik committee) is squabbling often and publicly with minority Republicans accusing the Democrats of political coverups. The squabbles, however, are providing a steady stream of “leaks” that keep the press informed of the areas due for scrutiny.

Next round will certainly include irregularities in New Mexico, Florida, and possibly Massachusetts. In New Mexico, Bureau of Public Roads has already withheld some funds because of reports of right-of-way irregularities, what is considered excessive use of consultants, and some evidences of poor construction work.

But the growth of highway systems continued to worry Congress as well as civic planners, from the viewpoint that highway networks are capable of destroying a whole city plan, or reshaping urban growth into areas ill-prepared for such a development.

One evidence of this worry was a bill (S. 3877—which died with the end of the Congress) introduced by New Jersey’s Senator Williams, calling for more effective coordination of the federal-aid highway system in urban areas. Key to the bill is that it attempts to establish a new policy direction for use of highway funds in urban areas, by setting forth the point that it is the intent of Congress that “a primary purpose” of the highway system in urban areas is “to assist the orderly development of well-balanced communities in which to live and work.”

This, as you know, would be a major departure from established highway policy, which considers traffic needs first, community development only as a secondary matter. Williams’ point was that a new highway routing—dictated by purely traffic needs—may upset a whole community plan by directing development in an altogether different area than planners had anticipated.

Planning Action

And speaking of planning, there were these additional developments:

Elwood Quesada, head of the Federal Aviation Agency, took occasion to warn county officials in Virginia specifically, but elsewhere by implication, of the need for immediate zoning to prevent development of a town area around the new Dulles International Airport at Chantilly, Va.; and Maryland’s Highway Director John Funk warned county officials that by neglecting proper zoning along new roads, they were permitting the roads to become obsolescent long before their time.

The Urban Renewal Administration issued Technical Guide No. 1, titled Selecting Consultants for Project Planning, as the first in a series of publications to provide guidance to communities engaged in urban renewal activities (price 25 cents, U. S. Government Printing Office).

It will pay a community, said URA, to select carefully the firm to be retained; and it suggests ways to investigate consultant qualifications.

In another action, the Housing and Home Finance Agency said that the Brookings Institution of Washington had accepted a 6-month, $16,452 contract to study the main areas in which more adequate and reliable information is needed on housing needs and desires of the elderly.

New Profession

Photogrammetrists have joined the march toward professionalism. The Washington-based Association of Professional Photogrammetrists has announced that it has adopted a policy that services of its members “should not be bid competitively,” urged its members to seek to meet licensing requirements on the basis that they are offering a professional service.

Notes on Materials

There are some interesting points for architects contained in that latest report on highway construction material requirements released by the Bureau
The makers of Kentile® Floors have doubled the size of their national field service force of Architectural Representatives.

These men, experts in resilient flooring, are available for consultation with architects and decorators, without obligation of course.

And you can be confident of completely objective counsel pertaining to the selection, installation and maintenance of the most suitable tile floor for every interior, because Kentile produces all types of resilient tile... solid vinyl, vinyl asbestos, rubber, cork and asphalt.

Contact the Kentile office nearest you whenever a flooring problem arises. Your Architectural Representative will be glad to consult fully with you.
key problem SOLVED

—the only complete system of key control

TELKEE

At Rockefeller Center's new 48 story Time & Life Building, TELKEE solves KEY problems before they occur.

During Construction—All keys delivered in TELKEE Key Gathering Envelopes, each identified and indexed. TELKEE solved usual problems of lost, damaged, and unidentified keys.

At Completion—Using data on TELKEE envelopes, owner transferred keys to 4 TELKEE Units installed by Hardware Contractor. Entire lock system was immediately under owner's control. TELKEE insured maximum convenience and security.

After Occupancy—TELKEE controls the keys to every lock, including those on owner-installed equipment. TELKEE keeps keys in authorized hands; maintains master key system security; virtually eliminates eventual relocking expense.

From 21 to 2240 key capacities in 8 popular models, TELKEE is completely flexible to fit every application, every budget. Send for complete TELKEE specification data file.

Architectless Urban Renewal Council

Somewhat in line with comment earlier in this column on city development problems, FHA's Urban Renewal Administration announced formation of a Federal Urban Renewal Council, to be composed of "representatives of industry, city planning, business, and higher education." Significantly, none of the ten members named to the council is listed as being an architect or civil engineer.

Reason for formation of the group, said Urban Renewal Commissioner David M. Walker, is that: "Urban renewal is already beginning to embrace more and more of the broad concept of community development. . . . Our urban areas must meet the challenge of the 1960s and 1970s not only by clearing slums and refurbishing older structures, but also by preparing for the impact of some 60 million additional inhabitants.

At its first meeting in Washington, the council set up five subcommittees to consider the problems of public and private financing of urban renewal, conservation and rehabilitation, mid-
The main corridor of a Fred Harvey Oasis Restaurant on Tri-State tollway near Chicago, illustrating a dramatic ceiling treatment possible with Steeldome construction. The exposed concrete waffle ribs are painted charcoal gray, sounding a new note in decor motif.

Architect & Engineer: Pace Associates.
General Contractor: Ragnar Benson, Inc.

A NEW WORLD OF DECOR OPPORTUNITY IN CONCRETE JOIST CONSTRUCTION

Ceco Steeldomes Make Possible Unusual Ceiling Treatments
... Provide Wide Open Spaces

In many an architect's office, you'll hear talk about the exciting new effects in ceiling ornamentation now possible with Ceco Steeldomes. Not only are architects talking...they are using Steeldomes to take advantage of this new world of decor in concrete joist construction. Reason: Steeldomes create smooth surfaces in the concrete ceiling, giving an unblemished, high quality finish, because they are removed by compressed air. The decorative treatment can be applied directly to the exposed waffle ceiling. Steeldomes offer other advantages, such as wide column spacings, the rigidity of monolithic concrete, and economy. Ceco Steel Products Corporation.
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dle-income housing, mass transportation needs, comprehensive urban planning, and federal-local relationships.

And, on urban planning, Housing and Home Finance Agency has prepared a new booklet, "The Urban Planning Assistance Program", which explains the federal program and how to take advantage of it. It's available, (for five cents) from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.

Local News

In Washington itself, Harland Bartholomew—who retired only a short time ago (See SEPTEMBER column) as Chairman of the National Capital Planning Commission—re-appeared on the scene, just as vigorously as ever. This time, he was appointed a member of a five-man advisory commission which will have a lot to do with implementing a long-standing plan for mass transit facilities in the city and its tributary suburban areas.

There were—for once—no outstanding local battles over architecture, but there were several plans announced for construction of motels within the heart of the downtown area.

Wisconsin's Rep. Henry S. Reuss kept the local pots boiling with a charge that the Federal government is "overcentralizing, overcongesting and overbuilding" the District of Columbia, and demanded a new study of this problem. Any such study would be conducted by the House Committee on Government Operations, and there seemed little chance it would act anytime soon.

However, Reuss charged that the government has no established decentralization policy (and he'd like to see such decentralization), and that any decentralization that has taken place—such as moving the Bureau of Standards and the Atomic Energy Commission to suburban Maryland—has been done as a matter of expediency, rather than under any proper program.

FINANCIAL

On the financial side, the construction sector of the economy continued to show great strength, despite the tendency of many observers to pick up spotty troubles elsewhere. If you want to follow the long-held belief that construction is one of the best bellwethers of the general economy, you have to conclude that all continues pretty well.

For instance, during the month of August, public utilities continued to show no slackening in the plans for new construction work to serve a growing economy (see chart on page 84), and voters continue to support bonds for new construction—particularly of schools—at near-record rates and with no sign of slackening. There were other encouraging indicators too: home builders took a poll of their members, decided that there was some cause for optimism; the Department of Commerce estimated that city governments have been spending (as of fiscal year 1959) about five percent more than ever before on all services, much of it being devoted to construction.

However, Commerce's monthly estimate of the value of new construction put in place (for July) indicated that in the first seven months of the current year, expenditures were $39.4 billion—a two percent drop under 1959. But, said Commerce, the seasonally adjusted annual rate indicates a total of $55.5 billion for 1960—practically no change from 1959.

For more information, turn to Reader Service card, circle No. 309
Protecting, Bonding Concrete in Two New Buildings

Water Repellent, Bonding Agent Aid Construction

Two important aspects of concrete construction are protection of concrete exterior walls and the bonding of plaster to interior surfaces. Tying in with this issue of P/A on "Concrete Technology in the U. S. A.," this page shows how a protective coating was used on a large exposition center, and the technique of bonding plaster to exposed concrete in a large hotel.

Exterior walls of the new Chicago Exposition Center (Shaw, Metz & Dolio; Holabird & Root & Burgee; Ralph Burke, Inc.; Edward D. Stone, architects) are embellished with immense sculptured concrete panels by Costantino Nivola. The panels were made with quartz aggregate in sand molds by the American-Marietta Company. For protection against the elements and city dirt, the panels were sprayed, just before lifting into place, with silicone masonry water repellent. While spray-on coating affords 80-90% reduction in water absorption by the walls, it penetrates the pores in a manner which does not seal them, but allows any moisture that might be entrapped to get out. Invisible and non-shiny, the material allows the colors and textures of the concrete to show. Providing protection against spalling and efflorescence, silicones (by Union Carbide) also guard against damage from dirt.

Expense of preparing concrete surfaces was eliminated in the Denver Hilton (I. M. Pei & Associates, architects) by use of Larsen Products' "Plaster-Weld" bonding agent directly over the concrete. Agent was sprayed on before lathing or placing of partitions. White lime-putty plaster was bonded directly to the concrete to produce a finished coat. Partitions were installed after plastering, with no further need for finishing.

Silicones Div., Union Carbide Corp., 292 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
On Free Data Card, Circle 100

Larsen Products Corp., P. O. Drawer 5938, Bethesda 14, Md.
On Free Data Card, Circle 101
To Speed Foreign Inquiries

Since the inception of P/A News Report, our Reader Service Department has been besieged with a gratifying number of inquiries from readers outside the United States, its possessions, Canada and Mexico. Unfortunately, these requests are received some time after date of issue and, after processing, frequently reach suppliers late. In order to speed receipt of information, therefore, P/A asks readers outside the U.S.A., Canada or Mexico to send requests for information directly to the manufacturer. Beginning with this issue, we are including addresses with each Products and Data item. Thank you.

Transparencies Made In Two Minutes

A new method of visual presentation—by two-minute processing and overhead projection—permits the immediate enlargement of any item to a size suitable for viewing by large groups. Previous methods of converting material into transparencies consisted of hand copying or photography, both involving long processes. But new “Diffusion Transfer” negative-to-positive photographic-reflex process requires no materials other than new “Projecto-Printer.” Plastic transparencies can be made within two minutes, can be marked with ink, grease pencil, or carbon paper. Projection aspect of machine also offers new versatility—it can be used in a lighted room, or operated by the speaker as he faces the audience. Image is either reflected behind and over the head of the speaker, or in front and above him (when used for rear screen projection). Ozalid Division, General Aniline & Film Corporation, 601 James St., Syracuse 3, N. Y. On Free Data Card, Circle 102

Spotlight Can Cast Various Light Shapes

‘Projecto-Spot,” with four-way, frame-in shutters and a projection lens system, can cast rectangles, squares, and other geometric shapes for the illumination of pictures or specific areas. Unit operates on one 100-watt lamp, 6-16-1/2 bayonet base, DC. Over-all frame dimension is 11¼”; housing dimensions are 10” dia., 10” deep. Adjustments up to 40 degrees from vertical are possible; maximum beam diameter is 63 degrees with an aperture opening of 1½”. Halo Lighting Products, Inc., 4201 W. Grand Ave., Chicago 51, Ill. On Free Data Card, Circle 103

Copper Tubing Insulated With Plastic Jacket

New heat-insulated copper tubing “ThermoTube,” is designed on a unique principle of heat insulation. A polyvinyl-chloride jacket with an inner profile of star-shaped serrations is factory-extruded over the copper tubing; the tips of these serrations rest on the copper, leaving longitudinal air channels to act as insulation. Jacket is lightweight, weighing only a few ounces per foot of 1” tubing. It is suitable for continuous use in temperature ranges up to 212 F, provides unlimited resistance to cold, and does not support combustion. Easily-cleaned jacket can be furnished in different colors, permitting simple color-coding of multiple-line installations. Columbia Technical Corpora-

tion, 61-02 31st Ave., Woodside 77, N. Y. On Free Data Card, Circle 104

New Design in Metal Lay-In Ceiling Panels

“Soundlock” metal lay-in ceiling panels are said to cost less than other metal ceilings, cut installation costs, require almost no maintenance, and last the life of the building. Perforated metal is backed with honeycomb cells filled with fibrous glass to seal transmission and absorb sound. Surface is textured, flat, baked-on white enamel. Basic size is 2’x4’x1”, with special modules available up to 2’x6’. Design makes Soundlock a structural panel with about 480 individual “sound absorbing and attenuating chambers.” Average sound transmission loss is 39.3 db. The Kemp Corporation, 124 S. Woodward St., Birmingham, Mich. On Free Data Card, Circle 105

Push-Type Fixtures Conserve Water

“Easy Push” fixtures for industrial (shown) and residential-commercial use reportedly save up to 25% in water consumption. Amounts of water to be discharged—from small to quite large amounts—can be pre-determined. Fixtures have self-cleaning features and are non-dripping, non-hammering, splash proof, and vandal proof. Both hands of operator are left free, since push valve does not have to be held down during washing. Speakman Company, Wilmington, Del. On Free Data Card, Circle 106
Ring Allows Stacking Of Lighting Fixtures

A new Stack Ring Connection permits end-to-end joining of bubble or net lights, designed by George Nelson, into a sculptured assembly reaching a maximum of 48 feet. The stack ring connection is a 3/8"-thick walnut ring with clips held in place by screws, and male and female connector plugs wired into each unit. The ring retails for $6. Howard Miller Clock Co. National Distributors: Richards Morgenthau, 225 Second Ave., New York, N. Y.
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New Finish Fused to Asbestos-Cement Board

Three new panels, featuring an exclusive new finish, are now available for low-cost construction-with-color in institutional, industrial, or commercial buildings. The new surface, “HT-60,” is obtained by fusing color to asbestos-cement board by a heat-treating process. The panels incorporate the fire resistance and other advantages of asbestos-cement board with a durable, washable surface. New insulated panel, for partitions and outside walls, consists of 3/8" facings of asbestos-cement board and a core of insulation board laminated to various thicknesses. Another of the new panels features the HT-60 surface on both sides; the third panel features a porcelain-enamel surface on the face, and the new HT-60 surface as a vapor barrier on the other side. AllianceWall, Inc., Alliance, Ohio.

On Free Data Card, Circle 108

Luminaires Now Available In Plastic

Cylindrical hanging fixtures, so far available in frosted glass, are now made of “Lumacryl,” a plastic developed specifically for lighting applications. Light is diffused evenly through translucent white plastic, which is cast in one piece to avoid seams and ensure solidity. Shatter-proof Lumacryl fixtures, designed by Paul Mayen, are available in seven stock sizes, up to 12" in diameter. May be had in colors for contract installations. Habitat, 336 Third Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

On Free Data Card, Circle 109

Neat Aluminum Window for Concrete Block Work

All main frame and vent-section corners are tightly joined by stainless steel screws, and all perimeter openings have vinyl weatherstripping in interlocking grooves which are extruded in aluminum sections, in “Series 750,” aluminum horizontal slide windows designed primarily for use in concrete block construction. Windows have aluminum latch handles which drop into a locking channel for positive protection, and an interlock at the vent bar and meeting rail that holds the members snugly together. Window types in series are single slide, picture slide, and fixed picture. Sizes range from 2' 1/2" x 2' up to 8' 1/4"x4'. Use of anchors permits adaptation to frame, brick veneer, and solid masonry construction. Truscon Division, Republic Steel Corporation, 1315 Albert St., Youngstown 1, Ohio.

On Free Data Card, Circle 110

Medicine Cabinet Has Double Capacity

New sliding-door medicine cabinet, “Mercury-Duo Bilt-In Cabinet,” provides double the normal medicine-cabinet storage capacity—a total of 4400 cu in. The cabinet is 8" deep, to recess into standard wall and extend 4" from the wall. One side has fixed shelves for linen, the other side has adjustable glass shelves for medicines. Doors of the 20"x30" cabinet are available with mirrors or in clear glass. Jensen Industries, 165 S. Mission Rd., Los Angeles 33, Calif.
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Stacking Chairs Double As Side Chairs

An exclusive positive-acting ganging device which folds under “Stak’n’Gang” stacking chairs allows them to serve also as regular side chairs. Chairs are 20" wide, including ganging device; seat height is 18". Seats and backs are cushioned with bonded latex rubber and covered with U. S. Elastic Naugahyde in a number of colors. Stylex Seating Company, 911 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

On Free Data Card, Circle 112
CONCRETE

Insulating Concrete Used in Backup Walls

Latest edition of 2-page Perlite Design News describes the use of perlite insulating concrete in the backup type of curtain wall. Backup walls are a compromise between heavy masonry walls and lightweight, but non-fire-rated, sandwich-panel walls. Data sheet presents typical application details, cites advantages, and lists noted buildings using this type of construction. Perlite Institute, Inc., 45 W. 45 St., New York 36, N. Y.

Role of Retarder in Lightweight Concrete

The wide use of lightweight-aggregate concrete is featured in new 20-page publication. Photographs and job reports of 13 projects give a broad picture of the use of lightweight concrete as a strong, durable material for floor slabs, columns, beams, thin-shell construction, and bridge decks. Booklet emphasizes the role of "Pozzolith" in providing adequate workability for proper placement while economically maintaining sufficient strength to meet structural requirements. Various projects illustrate Pozzolith's ability to improve quality of concrete, aid in early strength development, produce abrasion-resistant concrete, reduce shrinkage, or aid in concrete placement during hot weather. The Master Builders Company, Cleveland 18, Ohio.

Easily-Exposed Aggregate With Chemical Coating

Technical bulletin, 4 pages, describes "Rugasol," a chemical coating used during construction to obtain an exposed aggregate surface. Product is provided in two types: Rugasol-C, for application on freshly-placed plastic concrete, and Rugasol-F, for application on formwork. Retarding action given to the concrete surface enables the soft surface mortar to be easily washed away, exposing aggregate over the treated surface. Bulletin gives specifications and notes on application, penetration, and coverage. Sika Chemical Corporation, 35 Gregory Ave., Passaic, N. J.

Analysis of H-P Shells Graphically Presented

Elementary Analysis of Hyperbolic Paraboloid Shells, 24 pages, gives a comprehensive discussion of this form in reinforced concrete. Among the aspects treated are surface definition, geometry, sloping and skewed hyperbolic paraboloids, unsymmetrical loads, secondary stresses. Several hypothetical examples are solved; actual examples are illustrated in photos. Many diagrams and tables are included. Booklet is one of the Modern Developments in Reinforced Concrete series. Portland Cement Association, 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago 10, Ill.

Weather Forecasts Aid Concrete Construction

A monthly weather-forecasting service, more detailed than that available from the U. S. Weather Bureau, has been initiated. Information on temperature and precipitation expected for major regions and key cities will be particularly useful to those involved in concrete construction. Each bulletin will contain additional general information; current issue carries notes on hot-weather concreting. Alpha Portland Cement Company, 15 S. Third St., Easton, Pa.

High-Density Concrete For Radiation Protection

High-density concrete products widely used for radiation protection are presented in 8-page bulletin. Catalog 400 gives composition, specifications, and dimensional data on precast blocks, precast slabs, bulk aggregates, special shapes and inserts, and high-density mortars. Ray Proof Corporation, 845 Canal St., Stamford, Conn.

Rubberized Sealer for Concrete Parking Decks

Rubberized sealer for critical high-traffic areas of concrete pavements and parking decks is described in 3-page bulletin. On parking decks, "Jennite J-16-R" produces a wear-resistant, non-skid surface and prevents moisture absorption and subsequent drippage to lower levels. Maintenance, Inc., Wooster, Ohio.

Precast Floor/Roof Decks

Use of precast-concrete floor and roof decks, with fireproofed-steel columns and beams, enabled construction of a $2 million high school to continue through winter months. Framing details and sectional drawings in 6-page folder show how "Flexicore" precast decks provided lateral bracing for exterior walls, immediate work decks, and permitted the fast, all-weather erection at economical cost. The Flexicore Company Inc., 1932 E. Monument Ave., Dayton 1, Ohio.
Paste Pigment for Darkening Concrete

"A. E. Dispersed Black," a semi-paste pigment for darkening concrete, is discussed in 4-page catalog. Material is used in either air-entrained or regular concrete, either monolithic or topping construction. It does not reduce air content in air-entrained mixes. It offers uniform dispersion and greater color retention; helps to define curbs, islands, and traffic markings; reduces sun and auto-headlight glare; and assists in de-icing of roads and sidewalks. Brochure gives advantages, description, color values, uses, mixing instructions, testing procedures, and quantities.

A. C. Horn Company, Division of Sun Chemical Corporation, 2193 86th St., North Bergen, N. J.
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Curing/Sealing Products
For Concrete Structures

Products for Concrete Construction, 12 pages, covers wide variety of "Sealtight" products for use in highways, bridges, airports, and concrete structures of all types. Included are expansion joints, joint-sealing compounds, control joints, sewer-joint compounds, waterstops, and curing compounds. Each product is pictured in its suggested application and accompanied by description and specification. W. R. Meadows, Inc., 26 Kimball St., Elgin, III.
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Single-Stem Member
For Roof Deck

Brochure, 8 pages, describes new "Flex-Tee," a prestressed, single-stem roof deck for schools, churches, offices, industrial and residential buildings. Flex-Tee is an easily-cast element (cast either at yard or site) in span lengths from 25' to 54'. Width is 6'. Finish is such that insulation and roofing material may be applied directly to it; interior surfaces may be left exposed. Brochure describes appearance of the Flex-Tee; gives technical data on casting details, structural qualities, and limits; and shows representative uses of the member. Flexforms, Inc., 1445 W. Quincy, Englewood, Colo.
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Varied Formulas for Permanent Bonding

Folder, 10 pages, describes 7 "Sta-Crete" formulas for patching, resurfacing, filling cracks, protecting against corrosion, grouting, and for bonding anything permanently. Each epoxy-resin formula is briefly described; accompanying sketches illustrate range of uses for the products. Sample tests are included, and complete results are available on any product or problem. Sta-Crete, Inc., 115 New Montgomery St., San Francisco, Calif.
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Wall Details for Lightweight Masonry

Suggested Details of Waylite Masonry

Wall Construction contains 16 pages of scaled detail drawings. The typical drawings cover such details as footings for foundation walls; head, jamb, and sill for basement openings; floor framing; heating ducts; control joints in walls and pilasters; parapet walls; projected and double-hung windows; cavity-wall floor and roof framing. Several pages show wall bonds and surface patterns possible with the lightweight-aggregate masonry units. The Waylite Company, 20 N. Wacker Dr., Chicago 6, Ill.
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Grades and Uses of West Coast Lumber

Detailed information on the grades, uses, and specifications of West Coast lumber is available in new 20-page booklet. The species of the Douglas Fir Region—Douglas fir, West Coast hemlock, Western red cedar, Sitka spruce, and white fir—are covered at length, with descriptions and photographs of typical grades and patterns of finish lumber, siding, boards, framing, joists, and planks. Conversion tables are included for both construction and finish lumber. Also featured is the latest information on roof decking and on stress grades for construction.

Continued on page 118
CONCRETE

FOR KAHN'S "IVORY TOWERS"

To architect Louis Kahn, the ideal environment for a research scientist is a laboratory secluded from its necessary utility services.

This is illustrated—uniquely—by Kahn's new medical research building at the University of Pennsylvania. Here laboratories occupy three 8-story towers. These connect at each floor with a central structure containing the mechanical equipment, elevators, and other services. Air intakes, exhausts, and fire stairs are housed in tall exterior shafts. The laboratory studios therefore provide a quiet atmosphere, free from distraction.

Concrete contributed intriguing architectural expression to this significant complex. More than 1,000 precast members were manufactured to extremely close tolerances in four specially-designed shapes. At the site, they were interlocked intricately to create the structural frames for the laboratory towers.

Concrete for all these precast members was made with 'Incor®', America's first high early strength portland cement. By speeding the production of such precast concrete members, 'Incor' helps make them economical, helps make this unique type of construction possible.

LONE STAR
CEMENT CORPORATION

100 Park Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
The western hemisphere's leading producer of portland cements... and the originator of 'Incor® high early strength portland cement.
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Details and Data
On Limestone Products
New 28-page catalog provides detailed descriptions, specifications, and photos of various finishes and installations of limestone products, including new insulated spandrel panels, louvers, and screens. Subjects covered by the comprehensive text and charts are physical characteristics, surface finishes, load-bearing requirements, and anchor and support details. Indiana Lime­stone Company, Inc., Bedford, Indiana.
Spandrel Glass
For Curtain Walls
Details of “Vitrolux” spandrel-glass panels in curtain-wall construction are presented in technical form in new 24-page manual. The booklet contains ten typical curtain-wall installation details—the first five are custom-de­signed curtain walls derived from actual buildings, while the last five are standard commercial systems typi­cal of those available on the market. Both split-mullion and structural-mul­lion types of curtain walls are shown, as well as a combination of both.
Fixed and operable sash are included, with examples of frames and mullions of extruded aluminum, carbon steel, stainless steel, and bronze. Glazing details and architectural data on Vitro­lux are included. Libbey-Owens-Ford
Glass Company, 811 Madison Ave., Toledo 5, Ohio.
A new architectural concept for sun
control, “Brise-Soleil,” is announced in 6-page folder. First design to be­come available in standardized panels, cell sizes, and finishes, is “Series 40/Parabola,” with 4"-wide horizontal blades of parabolic form. Unique prin­ciple in blade forming achieves hori­zontal visibility up to 200 percent greater than conventional louvers. Further standard designs for Brise­Soleil and custom designs can be fur­nished. A new selection of 26 patterns of dec­orative, rolled, and wired glass is il­lustrated in small 30-page booklet. Glass is manufactured by Pilkington Bros., Ltd., in Great Britain, and is marketed in the U.S. for the first time. Brochure shows patterns in full­size photographs, and gives nominal thickness, maximum sizes, and approx­imate weights for each of the dis­tinctive designs. Libbey-Owens-Ford
Glass Company, Toledo 1, Ohio.
New Design in Structural Wall System
Folder, 4 pages, describes the use of new “Structural Wall System” in construction of single or multistory buildings. System is extremely flex­ible, and can be integrated with a va­riety of manufacturer's wall panels. No other structural framing is re­quired for support of roof framing. Brochure describes numerous other advantages and gives detail drawings. Davidson Enamel Products, Inc., 1104 E. Kibby St., Lima, Ohio.
Award-Winning Booklet
On Entrance Packages
A Certificate of Merit Award has been presented by the Producers’ Council to Kawneer for its 28-page booklet called The Second New Idea in En­trances. A unique insert illustrates entrance-design ideas available with new “Entrance Packages.” Panel vari­ations and hardware options are also shown. A perforation allows the insert to be easily removed from the book for use as a wall chart. Kawneer Com­pany, Niles, Mich.

DOORS/WINDOWS
New System for Sun Control
A new architectural concept for sun
In tests conducted by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., the Lo-Tone Acoustical F/R tile floor-ceiling assembly afforded superior protection against the passage of flame and transmission of heat, yielding a 2-hour time-design rating. The \( \frac{5}{8} \)" thick Lo-Tone Acoustical F/R mineral tile actually limited the transmission of 1850° F fire-box temperature to the allowable 250° F rise above ambient for more than 2 hours in this grueling test.

Cut new construction costs with this modern fire protection technique. The Lo-Tone Acoustical F/R floor-ceiling system eliminates conventional wet methods of fire protection and provides fast protection to meet building codes.

Speeds remodeling jobs where fire protection is required. Lo-Tone Acoustical F/R tile application is completely dry. Permits off-hour work without upsetting stores and offices. No moisture nuisance to slow other trades on the project.

Fire protection is a bonus . . . over and above Lo-Tone Acoustical F/R tile's enduring beauty of ceiling design and excellent acoustical properties.

Helps trim insurance rates by giving owners bonus fire protection above requirements of many local building codes. Often gives more protection than more expensive alternate methods.

Available in 12" x 12" sizes, Lo-Tone Acoustical F/R tile gives you truly enduring protection and enduring beauty for the years to come. Write today for "AIA File 39-B" for detailed information about this new economical floor-ceiling system: Wood Conversion Company, Dept. 67, St. Paul 1, Minnesota.

Available Patterns:
- Random
- Constellation
- Fissured
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This new authoritative 8-page booklet shows and tells you all about the use and application of color in the manufacture of concrete building products. Published as a service by C. K. Williams & Co., a leading producer of iron and chromium oxide pigments for over 82 years.

A special 4-page section contains 46 actual color chips which show you the many colorful effects you can obtain in finished concrete products through proper use of iron and chromium oxide pigments as made by Williams. You'll also find a special section devoted to specific concrete color recommendations, and a section on how to determine final color. You will come to depend on this booklet as a prime reference source for concrete color information. Don't miss sending for your free copy. The supply is limited, so fill out and mail the coupon today.

C. X. WILLIAMS & CO.
640 N. 13TH STREET DEPT. 32
EASTON, PENNSYLVANIA

Gentlemen:
Please send me ___ copies of your new booklet titled "What You Should Know About Color in the Manufacture of Concrete Building Products."

BY NAME:
COMPANY:
TITLE:
ADDRESS:

For more information, circle No. 324
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SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

Two Finishes Available
In Plastic Panels

Photos of new uses, patterns in full color, and an ordering-guide table are features of new 8-page catalog on "Acrylize." These practical and decorative plastic panels are now offered in two finishes—smooth or textured. Catalog presents full data on size, thickness, and embedments for each of 11 patterns. Wasco Products, Inc., 5 Bay State Rd., Cambridge 38, Mass.

On Free Data Card, Circle 224

Textured Metals
For Variety of Uses

New designs in textured metals are illustrated in 6-page folder. Advantages of the texturing process, over both coining and corrugating, are outlined; representative uses of textured products in various industries are shown. Architectural uses include faceted curtain-wall panels, kick plates, roof panels, perforated duct enclosures. The textured metals are available in a wide variety of finishes, and special textures can be engineered to specifications. Sheets are available up to 52" in width; continuous coils up to 48" in width. Ardmore Products, Inc., Aldene Rd. & First Ave., Roselle, N. J.

On Free Data Card, Circle 225
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"And why not, monsieur? You probably think that I should have used marble. Well, it might surprise you, marble would have been cheaper. But what is so good about marble? Every butcher in Paris has his shop faced with this vulgar and perishable material. No, it is concrete which is the most noble of materials—it is immortal: instead of disintegrating with age, it hardens with age. See for yourself; go to Rome and try to break old Roman concrete with an axe; you will only dent the steel." This was the proud answer given me some years ago by the late Auguste Perret when I asked why he was using elaborately finished concrete even for the most luxurious of his buildings. The United States has traditionally been a "steel country." Larger buildings, especially long-span and high-rise structures, have usually been framed in steel and then faced with brick or other masonry units. Concrete was concealed underground as foundations, used as fireproofing, sometimes as structural framing—but nearly always hidden under a protective cloak and seldom considered an "architectural" material. Today, the profession is awakening to the esthetic potential of concrete. Almost every architect with whom we have talked recently has on his boards a design which he hopes to carry out in exposed reinforced concrete. It is difficult to pinpoint the reasons for this sudden interest. There seem to be many: changed economics of construction; impact of structural innovations in shell design; growing popularity of precasting and tensioning methods with their prefabrication possibilities; and—above all—tedium with the monotony of flat curtain walls and a desire for greater plasticity. Concrete is an eminently suitable medium for more personal, three-dimensional expression. Moreover, it is the only structural material which has no stereotyped form and no inherent character of its own—it has to be shaped and given a finish by the designer himself. This freedom to mold a material to suit one's idiosyncrasy has considerable appeal to the more imaginative and ambitious architects. Unfortunately, the profession has little background knowledge in the techniques of exposed concrete construction; there is a feeling of uneasiness and uncertainty which is holding back, frustrating, even thwarting many architects anxious to go ahead with their designs. We have therefore attempted, in this issue of P/A, to bring into focus some of the problems and possibilities of exposed concrete construction: a historical survey analyzes reasons for concrete's demise as anything more than a purely utilitarian material; a contemporary survey scans the scene as it is today; several interior solutions are illustrated; an unusual group of early concrete buildings is described; and one office's use of cast-in-place technique and another's unusual precast building document the devotion, enthusiasm, ingenuity, and thoroughness with which architects are beginning to approach the problem of concrete technology in U.S.A. J. C. R.
CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY IN U. S. A.
Historical Survey

BY ADA LOUISE HUXTABLE

This article is the result of long and intensive research on the history of concrete construction in the U.S.A. It contains much new information of great interest to our profession.

Mrs. Huxtable is an architectural historian and critic and a contributing editor to P/A.

The history of reinforced concrete in the Twentieth Century is becoming more a documentary of acrobatics than of architecture. While the revolutionary possibilities of this remarkable material continue to open unprecedented horizons of construction and form to create a legitimate new world of building, its structural novelties have received disproportionate attention. For every trend-setting design in which art, science, and utility are properly fused, there are a half dozen shock-structures meant to épater les bourgeois and fellow professionals. The result is an overwhelming emphasis on gymnastics and on the exploits of architectural stunt men.

Spectacular shell construction—undeniably today's most significant architectural adventure—is only part of the story of reinforced-concrete design. Exposed-concrete framing, for example, has been used successfully for a handful of landmark structures abroad; notably Le Corbusier's housing blocks at Marseilles and Nantes, the Paris UNESCO headquarters by Breuer, Zehrfuss, and Nervi, and Ponti's Pirelli building in Milan. These buildings prove that the concrete skeleton is as important as the free-form shell. The nature and quality of concrete surfaces, the infinite possibilities of precasting in plastic molds, of site-casting in reusable forms—in short, the development of a complete concrete structural esthetic other than shells and vaults—still provide an open field. These aspects deserve closer attention if we are not to leave one of the greatest materials of our time half-explored, and if we are to achieve a true concrete architecture—perhaps the unparalleled opportunity of our time.

Historically, the subject of reinforced concrete "architecture" has been a touchy one. At the same time that architects and engineers have loudly praised its structural and technical advances, they have been evasive or uneasy about its esthetic effects. A source of acute professional discomfort ever since the material moved on from foundations and drains to more pretentious structures, insecurity about its appearance has been matched only by the general unwillingness to come to grips with the problems involved. There have been good reasons, too, for concrete has earned an unusually bad reputation in a comparatively short span of time. It has been considered shoddy and second-rate, a structurally practical but architecturally ugly duckling best hidden behind veneers and false finishes when viewed by polite society. Developed as a work-horse material in the second half of the Nineteenth Century, it soon became associated with utilitarian installations of a type that no proper Victorian would have admitted into the respectable realm of "art." When it entered the world of domestic and public building, it took on an even more dubious character, as "artificial stone." Only at the turn of the century, with the introduction of practical systems of reinforcement and the need for the large-scale, open-span, fireproof factory created by American mass production, did concrete finally come into its own.

But even admiration for the impressive new plants was tempered with dislike and distrust. Construction without prescribed engineering standards resulted in many accidents and failures. Surfaces, through carelessness or lack of properly developed processes, were subject to rapid deterioration. Concrete became a synonym for streaked, cracked, shabby, decaying construction on the wrong side of the tracks and in the wrong part of town. At its most successful, it had few claims to beauty. As late as 1928, Frank Lloyd Wright denounced concrete as having "neither song nor story; nor is it easy to see in this conglomerate a high esthetic property, because in itself it is amalgam, aggregate, compound." He preferred to call it "Conglomerate."

A unique material, concrete is formed, in the most literal sense, by the architect. Unlike wood and stone, which are handsome in themselves, concrete is a viscous mass turned into substance by design and engineering. Beyond its strictly pragmatic uses, it offers a severe test of architectural imagination and taste.

For an extraordinarily long time, there was no recognition at all that this new material might have an esthetic of its own. The development of concrete construction in the United States was fueled largely by the primary American desire to find ways of doing things that were "cheap, quick, and easy." Its story is a characteristic mixture of the immediate, imaginative American recognition of unprecedented technical possibilities and the willingness to do what had never been done before, with the tastelessness of a new middle class society that accepted substitute gizmocracy for traditional materials and ideals.

Concrete construction is found, in isolated examples, over a remarkably scattered area, in surprisingly early years. The colonial architecture of the Spanish Southwest used a kind of concrete—a coarse rubble bound with lime and sand mortar—before the introduction of commercial cements. "Firsts" are constantly replaced by earlier "firsts," but it is certain that concrete structures made of mixtures of gravel, sand and Portland cement were already being built in the 1830s. It is quite remarkable, in view of the fact that Portland cement had been introduced in England only in 1824, that it should have been so quickly utilized in the New World. It was usually imported, although Robert W. Lesley's History of the Portland Cement in the United States claims that natural cement rock was found in New York State in 1818 during the building of the Erie Canal, by a gentleman with the unlikely name of Canvas White, and was used soon after in a native Portland cement by Obadiah Parker. The Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians reports these facts, and also that the Mechanics' Magazine and Register of Inventions and Improvements for August, 1835, describes an interesting little structure of poured concrete just erected in New York City.

By 1844, settlers had introduced the materials and the process to the Midwest. Joseph Goodrich, a trader and inn-keeper, constructed a large building in Milton, Wisconsin—a combined house, store, and hotel—using local stone, gravel, and sand, mixed with Portland cement imported from England and hauled overland by wagon from New York. The mix was packed in forms to make a long, two-story rectangular structure, with a three-story hexagon at one end. It was a plain, unpretentious building, and what it lacked in architectural elegance it made up in its fortress-like resistance to Indian attack and the house-burning that was its customary consequence. Goodrich's venture was so
successful that most of town’s buildings were constructed in the same fashion within the next few years. His method was carried country-wide by Orson S. Fowler, the fervent phrenologist who started the simultaneous craze for cranial bump reading and octagonal dwellings by writing one of the most influential little tracts in American architectural history, *A Home for All, or, The Gravel Wall and Octagon Mode of Building*, published in New York in 1849. The material that he recommended for this architectural novelty was poured monolithic concrete. At the same time, patents were being obtained that were to lead logically to developments in reinforcing: one P. Summer received a patent for metal lathing in 1844; in 1854 R. B. Stevenson registered a system for using mortar and sheet metal to form pipes; and in 1860 a S. T. Fowler patented a method of strengthening concrete walls by the use of embedded horizontal and vertical timbers.

From 1850 on, concrete structures, with or without elementary forms of reinforcing, sprang up everywhere. An enterprising New Englander, Benjamin L. Wood, built a flat-roofed concrete house for himself in Taunton, Mass., in 1855. In 1862, Trinity Chapel was constructed in Excelsior, Minn. of architectural concrete, a simple, monolithic, peak-roofed structure, without decoration, showing clearly the board marks of the forms. Also in the 1860s, a church and a school of mass concrete construction were built near Rosendale, New York—the church of natural cement with large, flat stones pressed into its surface, the school’s concrete bearing walls finished with a smooth, troweled stucco coating. Putnam House in Danvers, Mass., built in 1861, is a good example of the still fashionable octagonal concrete house of the period. There were many other examples of buildings of various types and sizes. The material, and its possibilities, already had a strong hold on American imagination.

American enterprise went further. In the late 1860s, "Frear’s Patent Artificial Stone, Stucco, Mastic, Cement, etc. and Pressing Machine" was announced, proudly proclaimed as "the best building stone ever yet used." As reported in the *Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians*’ “American Notes,” George A. Frear had obtained a patent in February 1868 for a "cheap and yet elegant and durable building material," and in that year a house of “Frear Stone” was erected in Chicago. On the West Coast, Ernest L. Ransome, one of the outstanding pioneers in the development of reinforced concrete construction in the United States,
started the Pacific Stone Company in San Francisco in 1870, manufacturing a cement-stone by a process of his father's, originated in England in 1844. In 1872, a San Francisco competitor bought production rights to "Frear Stone" for $80,000, and according to the local papers, "concrete statuary was designed for the new California State Capitol."

The 1870s saw a boom in concrete architecture and the beginnings of scientific research. Ponckhockie Congregational Church 9, built in 1870 in Kingston, New York, its exterior walls scored to resemble stone 10, and the Dwight Place Church of New Haven, Connecticut, completed shortly afterwards, were typical of numerous similar structures throughout the country. The remarkable William L. Ward house 11 in Port Chester, New York, designed by the architect Robert Mook and built in 1875, was a completely reinforced-concrete structure: its exterior and interior walls, cornices, beams, floors, roofs, closets, stairs, porticos, and battlemented tower were all of the new material. Reinforcement consisted of light iron beams and rods. St. Augustine Cathedral 12 was erected in Florida in 1874, of architectural concrete. In 1878, Thaddeus Hyatt took out the most significant American patent to that date, covering almost all practical aspects of reinforced-concrete construction, based on his published paper, "An Account of Some Experiments with Portland Cement Concrete Combined with Iron as a Building Material with Reference to Economy in Construction and for Security against Fire in the Making of Roofs, Floors and Walking Surfaces," recording tests performed for him by David Kirkaldy in England. Interest in the new material was given further impetus by the first serious attempts at standardization by German scientists in the 1880s, and the introduction of the rotary kiln in the United States, about 1890. The use of reinforced concrete became universal with the development of important European systems of construction in the 1890s, notably that of Francois Hennebique in France.

In spite of these advances, concrete architecture still displayed a curiously anachronistic character. It was a mixture of structural daring and stylistic timidity. Contradicting its revolutionary technical capacities, it consistently imitated familiar materials and forms. Until its unique monolithic nature and resultant distribution of stresses was recognized, it was treated as a conventional articulated skeleton. As "artificial stone" it copied the real thing, both in its surface appearance and its frequent use as cement-stone blocks. Like many new substances, it had begun life as a substitute for something else and could not shake its connotations of "second best." Massive concrete buildings were designed as classic or eclectic monuments that used the material in terms of the aesthetics and effects of traditional masonry.

In Florida, for example, the esteemed Beaux Arts academicians, Carrère and Hastings, designed Grace Methodist Episcopal Church 13 in St. Augustine in 1887, of portland cement concrete with coquina-shell aggregate, in a completely conventional manner. In 1889, the railroad entrepreneur and Florida enthusiast, Henry M. Flagler, built the even grander Memorial Presbyterian Church 14 in the same city, also of coquina-shell concrete. Immense care was lavished on the molding of traditional details, and stone and terra-cotta trim. Even Ernest L. Ransome, the American whose innovations from the 1880s to 1910 were to establish a new concrete style, built massive monoliths of imitation masonry at this time. Although his Leland Stanford University Museum 15 at Palo Alto, California, about 1890, was constructed with complete wall and floor systems of reinforced concrete, using several of Ransome's newly-patented structural inventions, he recorded that it was "in the classical design originally made for sandstone." In the Girls' Dormitory, erected soon afterwards, he performed the unprecedented feat of completing its three stories in 90 days from the time the plans were ordered, although nothing about its conventional masonry appearance and tooled surfaces suggested its progressive nature. The Graystone Hotel 16 built in 1892 in Buffalo, New York, is a further example of an all-concrete eclectic structure—only the missing vertical joints indicate the nature of the material used in constructing the building.

It remained for the new factories to break the stylistic mold. Pioneered by Ransome, whose patents of 1901 and 1902 covered its basic structural principles, the "factory style" of the early Twentieth Century represents a far-reaching design upheaval. The solid-concrete-slab with small windows characteristic of most examples up to that time were replaced in remarkably short order by an entirely new concept: the exposed concrete skeleton and curtain wall. Of either poured-in-place or precast elements (Ransome also patented a "System of Unit Construction" in 1909), the concrete frame was completely filled with glass, as in Ransome's trend-setting Kelly & Jones Machine Shop, in Greensbury, Pa., and the United Shoe Machinery
Company 17 buildings in Beverly, Mass., of 1903-05, or very commonly, with glass and brick. The system, and the esthetic effect, were simple, practical, and revolutionary.

Almost on signal, the new factories sprang up everywhere. The Central Felt and Paper Mill was built in Long Island City in 1904, and in the same year the Robert Gair Company building in Brooklyn, designed by William Higginson and built by the Turner Construction Company, rose to a height of nine stories, with 170,000 sq ft of floor space, one of the largest reinforced-concrete buildings in the United States up to that time. Ransome constructed the five-building Foster-Armstrong piano factory in 1904-05 in East Rochester, New York. In 1905, the Textile Machine Works of Reading, Pennsylvania, used a precast floor and roof system, with poured-in-place columns; the Pugh Power Company in Cincinnati erected a 10-story concrete factory; the Fairbanks Company built a large warehouse in Baltimore. Albert Kahn's reinforced-concrete factories for Packard and Ford began to appear in Detroit. The firm of Ballinger and Perrot constructed numerous plants in the Philadelphia area. From 1905 on, the Reinforced Concrete Company, headed by Brussels and Viterbo, engineers, built extensively in St. Louis, which was also the home of the Unit Construction Company, leaders in factory prefabrication from 1910 to 1916. The Bush Terminal Company of Brooklyn commissioned E. P. Goodrich, architect, to design a tenant-factory community of reinforced concrete from 1906-11, and the Montgomery Ward Company set a record in Chicago in 1906-07 with a concrete warehouse 800 feet long.

However, factory building was not the only side of the story. At the surprisingly early date of 1903, the Ferro-Concrete Construction Company of Cincinnati completed the 16-story, 210-foot high Ingalls Building 18, a daring concrete-framed skyscraper. Of this startling construction, Captain Sewall, engineer in charge of the United States War College Buildings, also of reinforced concrete, observed in 1906 that the tower seemed "a little venturesome in the present state of the art . . . But in this case, as in war, probably success justifies anything, and the building undeniably stands without the slightest sign of weakness or failure, as far as can be determined by a casual inspection." An equally outsize structure, the Hotel Blenheim, was erected in Atlantic City in 1906, using granite aggregates and cinder concrete in an awesomely eclectic Grand Manner.

The design of these more ambitiously "architectural" buildings indicates clearly that the practical triumphs of the factory style were still mixed with considerable esthetic confusion. If a building were not strictly utilitarian, it retreated into academic patterns. Only a few isolated structures attempted to approach concrete on its own terms. The Terminal Warehouse Company Building 19, for example, put up in Kansas City in 1905, sought decorative enrichment through repeated, form-molded detail, reminiscently Victorian in
character, but prophetic of contemporary practice. One architect of imagination did appear, who dealt with the material without resource to the customary clichés. In 1906, Frank Lloyd Wright built Unity Church in Oak Park, Illinois, a cast-slab structure planned on seven-foot modules, the surface of wire-brushed, pea-gravel aggregate. In his own words, this was “the first building in America to be cast complete, ornament and all, in forms—and to be ‘let alone’ as ‘Architecture’ after the forms were removed.”

This unique structure, and even Wright’s much later concrete-block designs of the 1920s, however, were notable exceptions. In spite of the popular factories, architectural concrete had earned a thoroughly shady reputation. First, the material still suffered from the stigma of its long Nineteenth Century use as substitute masonry. As Wright commented in retrospect in 1928, “there never was a more ‘inferior’ building material than the old concrete block unless it was galvanized sheet iron. The block was cheap imitation and abominable as material when not downright vicious. Every form it undertook soon relegated it to the back yard of esthetic oblivion.” Second, concrete’s phenomenal success in industrial construction worked against it “architecturally,” for the public eye saw no “factory esthetic,” but only a prosaic, socially inferior kind of building that was not within the accepted definitions of architectural elegance. “Fine buildings” were still placed in a separate compartment of taste established by earlier Victorian conventions. To make matters worse, the urgent need to develop satisfactory surfaces and finishes had been postponed or ignored in the rush of utilitarian construction. Ernest Ransome, writing in 1912 of the common practice of rubbing cement mortar into exposed surfaces forming a thin finishing layer which soon peeled and cracked, noted “there is hardly any locality where samples of this work may not be found, showing the disgraceful results obtained.”

But the blackest mark of all was the shocking incidence of failures, for standards of construction were not established until after 1916, when test methods and standards for portland cement were developed by the cement industry. Calculations for reinforced concrete were almost totally empirical. Ransome mentions three major failures in the United States in 1906 alone, and the problem was the subject of long and serious discussions at professional meetings, such as those of the International Congress of Architects, and the Joint Committee on Reinforced Concrete, established in 1904 to investigate uniform controls.

Many were reluctant to use the new material at all. George B. Post, one of the leading New York architects of the time and ex-president of AIA, went on record at the 1906 International Congress in London with the statement that “it might be of interest to the gentlemen present to know that those in large practice as architects in the United States use ferro-concrete with considerable trepidation, from the fact that there are no established constants which can be employed in computing the strains...” Their opinion of the material, he added, “was very much like that of the distinguished Mr. Weller with regard to veal pies—they were ‘werry good things when you knew the lady as made them.’”

Its esthetics, or “architectural effect,” was the subject of equally strong debate. Reinforced concrete was considered suitable for “manufacturing premises,” but “otherwise it might be desirable to resort to some plastic form of decoration, or applied ornament.” While a few spoke out against the idea of placing ornament on the face of the building when it was not part of the structure, it was generally agreed that reinforced concrete would “never eliminate from architectural practice the noble and artistic combinations of masonry work.” The brusque summation of the subject by a Mr. Max Clarke was reported by The American Architect and Building News: “they were talking about reinforced concrete because a certain number of gentlemen, whom he called ‘patentees,’ and other people called experts, had put the thing on the market. He thought, as architects, they should not be carried away too rapidly. He would like to add that it was quite possible to stick stuff onto concrete, and he had seen it done abroad. They could cast molds and place them on buildings, but it was not architecture. It was merely sticking a lot of stuff onto a concrete wall. If they were going to descend to that sort of thing in their architecture, it would be very much better if they had nothing to do with reinforced concrete at all.”

Obviously, American architects and engineers failed to heed Mr. Clarke’s counsel, for the factory building boom went on at an accelerated rate until the First World War, while such redoubtable experts as Albert Kahn continued to adorn their functional structures with ambiguously ornamented façades and decorative entrances of dubious esthetic value. After the War, the reinforced-concrete frame with brick spandrels and factory sash was established as the standard mode.

It remained for the crusading European leaders of the International Style in the 1920s to champion the esthetic use of the material for its own sake. The effects of their crusade were two-fold. The first, and most lasting, was the recognition of the “machine esthetic” based on the unbounded admiration of the younger European architects for the American-factory style, which established the virtues of structural simplicity and modern materials. The second, more transient result was the emphasis on flat white walls, the painterly planes and surfaces of the cubist-inspired architecture of the day (often achieved not with concrete, but with stuccoed brick) as exemplified in the work of Dutch, German, and Austrian architects, and raised to an ultimate, esoteric elegance by Le Corbusier. Unfortunately, visual effect often was sought more diligently than technical soundness, and most of these pioneer buildings deteriorated as rapidly as the earlier industrial structures. Nevertheless, an extremely important objective had been achieved: the esthetic, as well as the structural break with the past was established, and the way was clear for the serious development of contemporary concrete architecture.

Although most concrete-frame buildings of the 1930s, including industrial structures, continued to be clothed in veneers of various materials, cast-in-place concrete details were popular in some parts of the country—especially in the West—and the plastic nature of concrete encouraged both decorative and structural experimentation. Accelerated technical advances, however, laid the basic foundation for the creative designs of the future. Standards set up after World War I by the American Concrete Institute were re-studied and formalized. Engineering influences from Europe were strongly felt, particularly in the field of long-span construction for large uninterrupted areas. American architects and engineers were especially receptive to new systems of analysis and reinforcement for thin-shell domes and barrel vaults, since these were not only adaptable to their concepts of mass production and rapid erection, but also lent themselves to experimentation with eye-catching forms. Thoughtful research in the prestressing of concrete—crude work in this field had been performed decades earlier—were fundamental to the post-World War II advances in precast and prestressed concrete.

Today, reinforced concrete is no longer—in the pungent phrase-making of Frank Lloyd Wright—“the ideal makeshift of this, the vainglorious ‘Makeshift Era.’” This is the Concrete Era, an age with the promise of architectural greatness.
Bush-hammered concrete arcade, John Hancock Building, San Francisco; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Architects-Engineers
BY BURTON H. HOLMES

After a hiatus of several decades, the last five to ten years have witnessed a tremendous resurgence of interest in the use of exposed concrete. This review, by P/A's technical editor, indicates that many prominent architects are finding greater use for this material—and suggests reasons why it is so rapidly regaining its place in architectural design.

Although the lean economic years of the 1930s saw relatively little construction of any kind, there was some visual evidence of advance in concrete technology during this period in the United States. While governmental projects undertaken by the Bureau of Reclamation and the Tennessee Valley Authority heralded the nobility of concrete as an architectural material, designs meeting standards established by the Public Works Administration invariably concealed the presence of this much maligned material under a surfacing considered more "architectural." For private work, the most significant progress in reinforced concrete was in the field of structural engineering. This became visible with the development of more efficiently and economically designed long-span vaults—made possible by the Zeiss-Dywidag system, first demonstrated here at the Century of Progress Exposition in 1934. While most vaulted structures of this period received a protective roofing material of some kind, one notable exception is the completely exposed, non-air-entrained concrete of the Municipal Asphalt Plant for the Borough of Manhattan in New York, designed by Kahn & Jacobs, and erected in 1941 (right).

In the pre-World War II years numerous design innovations were born in the minds of intuitive, analytical engineers. Discussed only in technical papers, written for the most part by Europeans, these ideas were to provide the origins for new experimental construction methods that were developed during the war years and burst upon private construction of the post-war era.

Although such outspoken proponents of cast-in-place, exposed-concrete structures as Fred N. Severud, New York Consulting Engineer, frequently spoke before architectural groups in this pre-War era, alerting his listeners to its possibilities, there were few takers. Severud's pleas for closer attention to controlled concrete, his counsel to be master of concrete cracks by placing joints where they are known to occur, and other admonishments, all fell upon semi-interested ears. Probably the best and most numerous examples of acceptable exposed concrete were to be found in the bridge designs of the period.
1 Cast-in-place concrete forms monolithic structure of Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York; Frank Lloyd Wright, Architect. 2 Precast-concrete is used for façade of Educational Building, Wayne University, Detroit; Minoru Yamasaki & Associates, Architects. 3 Pure-white hyperbolic-paraboloid sculptural grille envelops Parking Garage at Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit; Albert Kahn Associated Architects and Engineers, Inc. 4 Two-story sculptured concrete panels enliven Maytag Headquarters Building, Newton, Iowa; Brooks-Borg, Architects. 5 Precast, notched spandrels cantilever from precast-concrete framing of Alfred Newton Richards Medical Research Building, University of Pennsylvania; Louis I. Kahn, Architect. 6 Precast units with exposed-aggregate surface enclose Dormitory for Fashion Institute of Technology, New York; de Young, Moscovitz & Rosenberg, Architects. 7 Wachovia Bank & Trust Company Building, Charlotte, N.C. has staggered lightweight panels with white portland cement and white quartz aggregate; Harrison & Abramovitz and A. G. Odell, Jr. & Associates, Architects. 8 Tower of KSTP Offices and Hotel Building, Minneapolis-St. Paul, will be sheathed with glass curtain wall behind grid of precast-concrete structural units having exposed surfaces of granite aggregate materials; Hammel & Green, Inc., Architects. 9 Precast-concrete facets contain chunks of stained glass in First Presbyterian Church, Stamford, Conn.; Harrison & Abramovitz, Architects. 10 Vincent G. Kling, Architect, chose reinforced-concrete frame with precast-concrete curtain-wall panels for Pierre S. DuPont Science Building, Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pa.
Exterior Forms

The rapid rise in the cost of labor materials, and equipment, which accompanied the post-war inflation, forced a new look at architectural construction techniques. For one thing, the well-established methods of curtain-wall construction were considered from a fresh point of view: the walls had to be lighter, thinner, better insulated, to help meet the soaring construction and operating costs. The potential dollar volume of curtain-wall construction became immensely attractive to the metal industries, and as metal prefabrication was so well suited to mass production, the race was on for a larger share of this prize market. This plum was equally attractive to the concrete industry, which could offer the designer curtain-wall panels possessing exceptional resistance to wind, rain, and fire at low initial and annual maintenance rates; numerous companies offered prefab panels of different types. It was the architect, however, who discovered for himself the infinite variety of forms possible with precast and cast-in-place concrete. With the plasticity of this substance, he was able to overcome the monotony of many proprietary systems, the confining regularity of masonry units, and the design limitations of materials subject to the shortcomings of dies, brakes, and rollers. With precast and cast-in-place concrete, the designer is in complete control of the ultimate form he may wish, and he is free of any compromise that might be traceable to a manufacturing process.

As seen on these pages, the design freedom offered by the use of exposed concrete is already relieving the monotony observed in much curtain-wall design. In a review of current architectural concrete, precast elements will be found until recently in larger number for such occupancies as commercial buildings, office buildings, institutions, etc., while cast-in-place concrete seems to have been preferred in public buildings. According to some, however, this trend may soon be altered considerably as attractive, over-all reduction in labor costs are realized with carefully studied cast-in-place designs.

To achieve quality exposed concrete, of course, there are specification refinements which must be respected to insure durable surfaces. Air entrainment, lined exterior forms, placing with proper vibration, and uniform cement aggregates are among required additional precautions. Thoughtful consideration of admixtures that permit water reduction—with some slump—and in special cases retardation of set should be made.
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Grilles and Screens

Grilles, in a host of materials, have fascinated the architectural designer in recent years. Too often, however, the grilles or screens become clichés—performing functions for which they were not originally intended—rather than aids to temperature and ventilation control, privacy, and concealment of items which should not be viewed. Although to some they may be elements of "delight," there are not a few officials responsible for fire security who see them as hazards which can hamper fire-fighting activities. At any rate, they are here in abundance and a fair proportion of them consist of precast-concrete block and concrete tile. To concrete masonry color has been added by use of exposed aggregate, internal coloring, and applied surfaces. Smooth and three-dimensional textures are available in blocks which, in addition to the conventional size, are available in 12" square and 12" x 18" units. Precast-concrete grilles are most often white portland cement and white quartz aggregate. Small panels are made of no-slump consistency concrete and tamped into molds, while larger units requiring reinforcement are made of low-slump concrete vibrated in forms.

1 Facade of precast-concrete grilles at Desmond's Store, Santa Ana, Calif.; Burke, Kober & Nicholas, Architects; Charles Luckman Associates, Supervising Architects. 2 Precast-block grille enclosing residence of Architect Edward H. Fickett, Los Angeles. 3 Wall composed of reinforced, precast half-hexagonal units laid up in running bond at Temple Emanuel, East Meadow, L. I., New York; Davis, Brody & Wisniewski, Architects. 4 Precast-concrete screen at Stanford University Medical Center; Edward D. Stone, Architect. 5 Solar screen units of precast concrete at Texas Medical Center, Houston; John H. Freeman Jr., Architect.
Textures and Color

Whereas earlier attempts to impart texture to concrete surfaces were imitative of other materials, contemporary concrete textures offer the designer a variety of honest effects—peculiar to concrete—that he may consider. Possibilities for texture are extremely varied, ranging from ruggedness to ceramic-like smoothness.

Among the simpler methods of obtaining texture is the derivation of an effect directly from the forming material. Board-marked textures, for example, reveal grain impressions and joint lines of rough or dressed lumber. By using a slash-grain lumber, an even stronger grain effect is possible. Form liners will also impart a pattern directly to a concrete surface; most commonly used liners are of rubbermat and plastic materials. Before concrete has hardened, a broomed finish will give a uniform appearance; seeing it from a distance the viewer is aware more of a rough texture than of grooves. A variation of this treatment is the swirl finish obtained by rubbing a piece of canvas over nearly hardened concrete. Although both of these finishes are inexpensive, an even more important characteristic is their ability to minimize surface hair cracks.

With exposed aggregate panels, the size of the largest aggregate will set the depth of the reveal. Exposed aggregate is often ground smooth to take on a terrazzo-like appearance. With well-seasoned concrete, bush hammering or tooling with pneumatic tools, breaks aggregate particles so that their color and structure are exposed. Bas-relief concrete panels, combining sculpture with architecture, and abstract designs cast with colored cements, are welcome newcomers to the field of textured façades.

A designer has the widest possible choice of colors for exposed concrete walls. Coloring of the matrix is generally accomplished by the introduction of mineral oxide pigments; practically all colors can be obtained in this manner. White portland cement can produce a pure white surface. Intermediate shades are produced by special proportioning of the matrix and aggregate colors. In panels made with colored aggregates, white portland cement is usually used in the facing mix to insure purity of color, even in many of the dark shades.
Cast-in-Place Technique Restudied
I. M. Pei & Associates set themselves a difficult task of finding a construction system, suitable for high-rise apartment buildings, which would be not only economically competitive with conventional methods, but which would also offer a great esthetic potential. The three-year research undertaken by the office, the system evolved, the prototype buildings (Kips Bay Plaza Apartments in New York shown in the sketch below), and a further refinement (Society Hill project in Philadelphia), are explained and illustrated in the following pages.
SEARCH

BY EDWARD L. FRIEDMAN

The architect in charge of I. M. Pei & Associates' research into concrete technology, who is resident architect on the Kips Bay Plaza Apartments, explains the structural and design concept of his office's recent high-rise apartments projects.

Shortly after World War II, the steel shortage, coupled with the appearance of the flat slab, gave impetus to reinforced-concrete construction. Cities where zoning regulations limited building heights, gratefully received the shallower floor-to-floor height of flat-slab construction. An entire floor could be gained, an advantage impossible with the greater floor depth of structural-steel construction. The advantage of flat-slab design was further augmented by "scatter columns" which could be shaped and placed at will according to plan dictates. Taller and more powerful cranes and improved ready-mix concrete service were additional encouragements.

There were drawbacks, but of an architectural character. The freedom allowed to column layout condoned development of floor plans devoid of structural coherence. This did not damage rental attraction. The buildings were cloaked in brick skins which were penetrated by window openings determined by plan only, oblivious to any refinement of façade design. The shame is that this anonymous architecture is today representative of most of the high-rise housing in our large cities.

This style, nevertheless, tended to crystallize our thinking. Within our design philosophy, a disciplined column spacing was mandatory, but not achieved at the expense of rooms inferior to those produced by the "scatter column" system. The Kips Bay Plaza structure was developed from a basic 5'-8" window module which creates—in multiples of two and three—room widths, less partition construction, of 11'-2" and 16'-8". This meets FHA and owner property standards for full bedroom and living room count. Because the apartment distribution did not allow a regular design rhythm in the façade, it was decided to split the normal exterior column into equally spaced, load-bearing segments. This was economically justified by the production of a repetitive forming system, and the creation of a structural frame at the façade, which could receive and transmit most of the wind load directly to the ground. Various devices were developed for both functional and architectural reasons. Taking advantage of the plastic quality of the concrete, a radius corner was formed at the typical window head to strengthen the secondary plane which is recessed behind the face of the column nibs. Besides facilitating form stripping, the thickening of the window head creates a more rigid frame with increased wind resistance. The exterior columns, flush at the building face, are reduced in depth at the fifth and tenth floors to express their diminishing loads.

This reduction also produces larger rooms at the more expensive upper floors.

Although preliminary studies favored a precast-concrete construction similar to the system designed by our office for the Denver Hilton Hotel 3, it soon became apparent that, because of cost and local code restrictions governing structural continuity, only cast-in-place concrete could be considered. This technique, although familiar to local contractors, has been restricted to "structural concrete" which is not left exposed. Such a performance level, however, was inferior to the demands of the Kips Bay Plaza exposed-concrete design concept. It was recognized, therefore, that for the system to be feasible, a comprehensive research program was required to determine the inherent faults of cast-in-place concrete and the actions that could be taken to overcome these defects.

Analysis of Failures

A historical review of related work indicated that the few designs attempted in fair-face, smooth concrete had suffered from inadequate color control, surface spalling in climates of frequent freeze-thaw cycle, and uncontrollable shrinkage and thermal cracks—invariably ending in the application of a stucco coating. By the 1920s a new form of exposed-concrete design, pioneered some two decades earlier, became popular. It consisted of a concrete frame filled in with continuous windows supported on brick spandrels (see "Historical Survey" by Ada Louise Huxtable in this issue of P/A). The economic merit of this design was often, unfortunately, nullified in the field by poor construction. Too frequently builders failed to provide sufficient concrete cover, causing rusting and enlargement of the reinforcing steel's cross-sectional area. This led to bad weathering ability and discouraged further application of the idea. It was not until the early 1940s that governmental building agencies, supported by knowledgeable and intensive concrete field inspection, were able to reintroduce fair-face concrete and create such a satisfactory structure as the Brooklyn Navy Yard Engineering Building. This quality of concrete could not have been achieved, however, without the background of experience gained in highway construction, which pioneered air entainment and controlled concrete.

We also decided to examine minutely the best contemporary examples, to discover which deficiencies of construction and design most seriously impair over-all appearance and detract from the architect's concept. The prevalent failing of
architectural concrete is surface spalling from moisture penetrating the surface and expanding under freeze action. Air-entraining agents, which destroy capillary action at the surface, and silicone water repellents have almost totally eliminated this problem and we consider their use mandatory for exposed concrete. More serious, and less easily resolved, is the formation of cold joints caused by a partial set of the first layer of concrete before the succeeding layer is placed. Protection against this type of failure can be insured by placing vertical and horizontal joints to correspond with concreting field operations; however, rather than a field expedient, this is essentially a part of the design phase. Another common problem arises from form leakage caused by improperly designed molds; this can be rectified only by closer co-ordination of contractor’s and architect’s design activities, particularly in formwork design. Perhaps the most baffling problem is the control of staining by water run-off, a product of orientation as well as of shape. Although the design of our drips, overlaps, and column profiles attempts to recognize this problem, it is felt that considerably more research is required for a solution of the phenomenon. Other common faults are honeycombing, sand streaking, entrapped air, and alignment, all of which, with intelligent field supervision, may be eliminated. But there are further considerations requiring a solution, such as new methods of maintaining a uniform concrete color, the development of a patching compound, and a technique making it possible to rectify defects in construction.

All of these deficiencies are well known but we were reluctant to accept them as normal properties of architectural concrete.

Surface Treatment
Although much progress has been made toward achieving a cast-in-place concrete of a quality that requires no further finishing, the concentration has been on the beton brut or textured variety. One of the remarkable examples is the 30-year old concrete work in Meridian Park, Washington, D.C. Cast by an exposed-aggregate technique, it represents a level of craftsmanship virtually impossible to duplicate today. This may be the largest single factor militating against architectural concrete—the high cost of labor. Because of this problem, the most important phase of concreting, that of placing, has been relegated to the least skilled trade. Also, concreting systems which have been highly successful in Europe—such as the sand-blasted/prepack intrusion method, bush-hammering, and built-up sand spraying—have had to yield in most cases to the expedient of texturing with rough formwork or to plastic spray coatings.

The Kips Bay Plaza Apartments represents the opposite direction of textured concrete; a fair-face concrete surface out of the form, free of surface defects, with
no loss of arris or integrity, and requiring no further surface treatment than a wash down with a detergent, oxalic acid, or muriatic acid as performed on brick masonry.

**Formwork**

The success of this method is contingent upon the molds, or more commonly, the formwork. To assure maximum re-use of forms, they must lend themselves to easy erection and stripping, and not be subject to damage. For practical and economic reasons, conventional erection, bracing, and clamping methods should be utilized, although it has been found that most forms must be of a quality that requires mill rather than field construction.

As the design of forms is empirical, the forms for Kips Bay Plaza were evolved from a full-size Test Bent program. The first Test Bent 8 was constructed by mechanics of average skill supplied by a local concrete subcontractor. Standard materials and methods were used to determine the extent to which existing procedure had to be modified to meet the exacting requirements of the design. Using this experience as a guide, we built in our model shop a one-quarter inch scale model of a recommended forming system 9 to demonstrate to the contractor not only the forming and stripping problems, but also the feasibility of our concept. This served to equip the contractor with a background of experience in an otherwise unfamiliar area, and materially assisted him in successfully completing a full-size section of the exterior facade 10 which provided a performance level for the actual building. This trial construction also made it possible to resolve other field problems such as joinings and the selection of form materials. Among the form materials tested were plastic-faced plywood, melamine-plastic overlays, steel, and various formulations of fiberglass-reinforced plastic. The successful experiments conducted with fiberglass-reinforced plastic led to its use as the form material 11 for the Hyde Park Apartments, presently being built from our plans in Chicago. The Test Bent program also helped in the selection of the most effective form coatings, release agents, and bracing and scaffolding systems 12. Finally, the program allowed us to determine, from actual field performance, which vibration method and which equipment produced the most satisfactory concrete surface.

There are many critical formwork details which require special attention if one wants to assure tight joints, out-of-wind concrete surfaces, and close tolerances. Generally, our experience indicates that if the meeting surfaces of the forms are reduced to minimum bearing areas, the tightest joints are produced 13; %" thick plywood forms are minimal if bulging is to be prevented; top forms, where used, must be provided with weeps to permit escape of entrapped air; and where splices are necessary due to limited ply-
wood sheet dimensions, reduction of bearing areas must again be considered. It is not possible to give any rules of thumb for formwork as it is a function of the building profile, shape, and size; the desired concrete surface; the type of erection and stripping, whether manual or mechanical; and, at times, the required schedule of progress. To reiterate, these considerations are best faced during the design phase and an owner's investment in a Test Bent can be expected to return handsome dividends.

Joints
In concrete buildings over 200 feet in length, it is usual to introduce a sliding expansion joint to provide for thermal and shrinkage movement. The obvious disadvantages of sliding plates in the ceilings and floors of the apartments, and the esthetic difficulties presented by double columns, have necessitated the development of a different system. The structural solution we employed recognizes the principle of physics that the shrinkage factor of concrete during drying exceeds the thermal factor. The structure was cast, therefore, in three equal and independent sections separated by 2'-10" wide gaps for the full width of the building. The concrete in each section was then allowed to dry from 28 to 60 days, contingent upon curing and weather conditions, thus permitting the greatest shrinkage to take place before the gaps were filled and structural continuity restored.

To provide for thermal movement, a vertical joint was placed at the center of each bay 15 thus assuring controlled cracking of the structure and producing collection points for dimensional tolerances. This joint should be a minimum of $\frac{3}{4}$" in depth to be effective.

Finally, since each floor is an independent casting, a horizontal joint was provided to separate concrete pours. Because of shrinkage of concrete, even a smooth, troweled joint might eventually have a ragged edge. Therefore, a reasonably heavy reveal—upward of $\frac{1}{2}$" in each direction—is necessary for concealment. This explains the strong horizontal joint at Kips Bay. Although each design will differ, it is again stressed that jointing is a design rather than a field problem.

Mix Design
Our efforts described above would have been fruitless if a concurrent program had not been effected to develop a mix design which would provide proper concrete color control and necessary workability, and which would satisfy local building-code criteria. With the help of a reliable testing laboratory, various combinations of local aggregates and cement types were tested for color, durability, and strength gain 16. All local cements were then further tested for color 17 and performance to determine the combination of a single cement and aggregate source to be specified for delivery throughout the job. Rigid control of cement and aggregate source is a tenet of architectural concrete.

The finality of cast-in-place concrete makes it advisable to use only one concrete mix and thus avoid possible confusion. All concrete at Kips Bay is 3500 psi stone concrete. Cement is a light buff color Type I, manufactured in the Pennsylvania Lehigh Valley; coarse aggregate is a dark-gray traprock from the Hudson Valley passing a 1" sieve; fine aggregate is a tan-colored bank sand; a maximum water-cement ratio of 6 gallons and a minimum cement factor of 6 bags was allowed. For control, the concrete was air entrained at the batch plant within 4 to 6 percent limits, the lower figure being preferred. The slump of the concrete placed was between 4 to 5 inches which provided the necessary workability. Efficient placement procedure avoided the necessity for retardants.

Workmanship
The quality of concrete is greatly affected by the caliber of field supervision and the craftsmanship of mechanics and foremen. We have found it necessary to ensure our designs by a trained staff of concrete field inspectors who, because of their experience with other architectural concrete projects, are able to supplement the contractor's knowledge and quickly resolve field problems. The field inspectors' responsibilities include such items as checking reused forms where an open joint could create a serious grout leakage, thereby destroying the integrity of a corner; scheduling and supervising placement of concrete and form stripping 18; and the instruction of the mechanics in competent workmanship, particularly in vibration methods.

Good vibration procedure is a matter of selecting satisfactory equipment and determining the points of application and periods of immersion. We have found that internal vibration can rarely be overdone and that concrete surfaces can usually be improved by supplemental external vibration in the form of jolts and shocks produced by electric hammers.

The architect's representative is assisted in the field by a concrete testing laboratory inspector who continually verifies the concrete mix for consistency, for adherence to gradation specification and to the proper air-entrainment percentage, and who co-ordinates mixing-water requirements with the batch plant.

Conclusion
This concrete building system is being employed for projects now under construction in New York, Washington, D.C., and Chicago. It has been accepted as the façade design for Society Hill in Philadelphia, and is being considered for a Pittsburgh urban-renewal project. The economic prognosis is promising and indicates that there may be a saving in ultimate cost to the owner over the conventional concrete-frame, brick-skin apartment house. This is due to the speed of construction which is equal in pace to a conventional structural concrete frame. Therefore, because brick masonry is eliminated, the building can be turned over to the owner from six weeks to two months sooner, which results in considerable savings in financing costs and an earlier return of equity.

More significant is the architectural possibility of a new freedom of form, unbounded by the straight line and the dimensional characteristics of masonry units. Improved techniques of forming and concrete placement will remove a large portion of the risk formerly associated with fair-face, monolithic concrete construction. The horizon is enormous.
The basic system of treating the façade as a load bearing screen is similar in all of I. M. Pei & Associates' recent high-rise apartment projects. The module and details vary slightly to conform with room-size requirements, forming methods, and esthetic experimentation. Research into the best way of manufacturing and installing windows and mechanical units is still continuing. Drawing (above) is from a study for the Society Hill project; photo (acrosspage) shows detail of the Kips Bay Plaza façade at the time when windows were being installed.
This Title I project, consisting of two twenty-one story apartment buildings and a small shopping center (see site plan across page and perspective sketch on page 158), was the first where the exposed concrete system was considered. One apartment building is almost completed (photos above, below, and in other parts of this issue). The ground floor columns, spaced 17'-0" o.c. (i.e. every third mullion) form a colonnaded gallery around the perimeter of the building. The remaining ground floor space contains the lobby, stairs, elevators, and storage. Upper floors (see half-plan acrosspage) have 28 apartments each—a total of 560 per building.
REFINEMENT

SOCIETY HILL - PHILADELPHIA, PA. -
I.M. PEI & ASSOCIATES, ARCHITECTS.
The exposed concrete cast-in-place system proved so successful, not only in terms of economics but also of esthetics, that it will be used for a more generous apartment project now being planned in Philadelphia.

Society Hill is part of a comprehensive urban renewal of the area adjoining Independence Hall, which contains buildings of architectural and historical significance. The program called for retention and rehabilitation of many of the old houses and for sympathetic recognition of more distant buildings and the city's skyline. The solution provides townhouses, harmonious in scale and compatible in design with the existing houses, and a handsome group of three towers (shown here) whose shape and scale were conceived as being least detrimental to the shape and scale of existing and proposed smaller buildings.
Although the basic concept of the Society Hill towers is similar to that in the Kips Bay Plaza project, the proportioning and detailing are more refined. Again, the ground floor (below left), consists of a central core surrounded by an open, colonnaded gallery. The columns are spaced at 11'-8" o.c. (at every second mullion—the module is 2" larger than in the New York project to allow for greater room sizes). Each tower contains 240 apartments (8 per floor) and a typical floor plan (above left) indicates that efficient and well proportioned apartments can be achieved within the rigid framework of the 5'-10" structural module. The depth of the mullions will change at the 13th floor (from 3 ft to 2 ft, see page 166). This difference in the positioning of the glass line will result in a variation of the shadow lines which should add additional life to the façade of the building (across page).
The City agencies require the inclusion—and will supervise the selection—of art objects, costing 1% of the total construction cost, which will be used as accents in the over-all plan for the area. The successfully completed portion of Kips Bay Plaza and the visual impact of this project indicate that concrete—this humble material—will be a substantial contributor to the re-emerging civic dignity in high-density residential design.
Precasting of concrete, coupled with stressing techniques, offers a formidable threat to other architectural construction methods. Not only can it be employed with enviable esthetics and potentially significant economy for exposed architectural concrete, but also it serves well—when individual components are brought to unity by post-tensioning—for both exterior and interior structural framing. In the next article a consulting engineer, who is an ardent enthusiast of precasting, portrays its possibilities primarily from the viewpoint of its adaptability for all sorts of structural conditions. That precasting and standardized parts need not result in conventional design is unquestionably demonstrated in the following presentation of the proposed Philadelphia Police Administration Building sketched below.
There is little doubt that there will be a rapid increase in the volume of precast and prestressed concrete to be used in the future. The author, one of its strongest proponents, is even of the opinion that the "new reinforced concrete"—as he calls it—will largely supplant the use of ordinary cast-in-place concrete within the next five years. Komendant—one-time scientific adviser-investigator and engineering consultant with the European Command Office of the Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army (1945-1950)—currently has a vigorous practice as engineering consultant to architects, engineers, and manufacturers while at the same time teaching postgraduate courses in prestressing and structural systems at the University of Pennsylvania. For all of the structures described or illustrated in this article, the author has acted as structural consultant.

The problems involved in modern structural engineering are extensive and complex. Beside the difficult solutions of theory and construction that are inherent in a specific design, there are steadily growing requirements of both esthetics and economics that must be satisfied. In order to be competitive, therefore, an engineer must frequently abandon his outdated ideas and attempt to discover new and more rational applications. As a result, structural systems change their form and rapidly give way to fresh methods of construction. It is by this approach that we discover the new face of modern engineering.

Basic Principles of Engineering
The basic principle of structural engineering is simplicity—statically-balanced masses and areas arranged in harmony with the over-all structural system and its surroundings. Each structural element should clearly indicate its purpose of transmitting those forces and loads to which it is subjected; each structural system should be appropriate to the material of which it is made. Equally important, construction should be simple and economical. Because of the high cost of labor in the United States, this last requirement can be satisfied only by the utmost simplification and reduction of construction work in the field—a situation suggesting the use of lightweight, prefab structural elements transported to the site for assembly. These principles are limited only by considerations of structural safety and special conditions of a given project, and are influenced by the fact that every structure must convey the nature of our times and our engineering achievements to future generations.

Accepted engineering sciences have advanced steadily and are now at a point where strength of materials, carrying capacity, deformations, stability of structure, etc., can be computed with sufficient accuracy to ensure the safety of any project. But the more advanced theories, on which an increasing number of contemporary structures are designed, are very complex. Applying these to the solutions of structural as well as esthetic and economic problems requires knowledge, experience, and extensive testing in order to produce maximum results at minimum costs.

Concrete and Conservatism
Reinforced concrete has had great success regardless of its many limitations: difficult and expensive formwork, complicated structural shapes and systems, relatively long construction time, difficulties of winter work, cracking, etc. Most of these problems now can be overcome by the use of prefabrication and prestressing—a concept that almost completely frees our architectural and structural imaginations.

Precast and prestressed concrete components offer many opportunities for the realization of the principles enumerated earlier. At present, however, these elements are often little more than substitutes for structural-steel shapes. The special characteristics of this new form of reinforced concrete have been largely ignored and its potentialities neglected. The defense most frequently offered is that since structural prefabrication is a new concept, there is a basic lack of architectural and engineering background, as well as manufacturing and erection experience.

Unfortunately, the real reason for the neglect of precast and prestressed concrete has been an overly conservative approach to its possibilities by architects and engineers. Maintaining the so-called "well-established" structural systems has always seemed desirable, even though any one of these methods may have been developed for different materials or other purposes. At present, where mechanical requirements of a design largely influence (or perhaps entirely control) a structural system, standard shapes are no longer adequate. This is not surprising when it is recalled that air conditioning, for example, was unknown at the time these shapes were evolving. But it is surprising that we continue to use these inappropriate systems, despite vastly changed conditions and requirements. Due to the persistence of habit, we often encounter designs where a span-depth ratio, or a
construction-depth to room-height ratio, is far out of balance. If we are so removed from the basic principles of modern design, this cannot fail to affect the economy of present-day construction.

**Methods in Prestressing**

Since the concept of prestressing is relatively new for many architects and engineers, a general review of its meaning and its method of manufacture may be helpful.

The principle of prestressing is the inducing of stresses in a concrete member before the dead and live loads are applied, so that these so-called prestresses act in the opposite direction to those stresses developed by the loading. When the loads are applied, the resulting stress from loading will be superimposed on the pre-stress, and a more economical stress distribution over the cross section is obtained. Depending on the magnitude of the prestress, the tensile stresses in concrete can be reduced to a great extent or even entirely eliminated.

There are two generally accepted methods for inducing prestress: pretensioning, and post-tensioning.

**Pretensioning** The members are manufactured in prestressing beds, both ends of which are provided with special anchorage devices. The economical length of a bed varies from 300 to 400 ft, allowing the manufacture of many members in a single operation. As many as 60 seven-wire strands (\(\frac{5}{32}\), \(\frac{5}{16}\), or \(\frac{1}{4}\)”) are pulled from end to end of the bed and tensioned up to 175,000 psi by hydraulic jacks. The side and end forms for each individual member to be cast in one pour are then placed. After the pouring, the bed is covered with canvas and live steam is introduced. The duration of steam curing depends on the size of the members, but generally 12 to 18 hours are required to obtain approximately 80 percent of the standard 28-day strength (5000 to 7000 psi). When the strands embedded in the concrete are cut at the ends of individual members, the bond between concrete and wire prevents the strands from returning to their original length, thus effecting prestress in the member to a value only 10 percent less than the original stretching force of the strands. The location of the strands in cross section is predetermined so that reverse stresses to the anticipated loading stresses will be developed.

**Post-tensioning** The members are cast in the same manner as ordinary precast, reinforced concrete, and cured in the same manner as pretensioned members. After
the concrete has hardened to a 5000-psi minimum, the post-tensioning cables or rods are pulled through ducts or grooves left in the concrete member. (When cables or rods are cast in the concrete, they are surrounded by a sheath of thin sheet metal, before concrete is placed, in order to prevent bond prior to prestressing.) The cables or rods are then tensioned by jacks acting against the end of the concrete member, eliminating the need for the heavy prestressing bed. When the predetermined force is reached, the ends of the cables are anchored by special devices, and are pressure-grouted to establish bond and prevent corrosion.

The post-tensioning method is more flexible than pretensioning, as far as design and handling are concerned, but is more expensive. It is commonly used for long spans and for the assembly of complicated prestressed systems from individual units. Often post-tensioning and pretensioning are used in combination, to obtain economy and to overcome difficulties in handling, transporting, and assembling.

Steam Curing The reasons for steam curing are to achieve large production from a relatively expensive plant, and to obtain more complete crystallization and more stable products. Steam curing operates in two ways. It balances the differences between the temperature inside cement colloids, due to the hydration heat (approximately 170° F), and the temperature of the mixing water surrounding the colloids that is required to obtain rapid and complete hydration. Steam curing also provides saturated atmosphere (relative humidity of 100 percent) to prevent evaporation of water from the concrete during hydration and crystallization. This evaporation would cause a lack of water for the completion of hydration, and would result in capillary stresses when the concrete did not have enough strength to resist them.

Either steam or hot-water curing could be used for these purposes. The conditions can rarely be met as satisfactorily by air curing of cast-in-place concrete.

In plant operation, steam curing is commonly used, with temperatures varying from 120 to 180° F, relative humidity from 95 to 100 percent. Both temperature and relative humidity are automatically recorded in many places along the bed during curing.

Hot-water curing is rarely used, because of its complexity. The process consists of submerging the concrete under hot water, which is reheated (or steam heated) and
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Recirculated to secure uniform temperature for all members cast in the single operation. Water temperature is again recorded at several critical locations.

The efficiency of curing depends on the degree of saturation, the temperatures applied, and the extent of concrete surfaces exposed to the steam or water.

**Advantages of New Concept**

Prefabrication and prestressing allow the economical use of complex structural shapes and systems, since each casting mold is used repeatedly. A typical example is the complicated shape of the wall panels and the entire structural system of the Police Administration Building in Philadelphia, designed by Geddes, Brecher, Qualls, (please refer to following article). This type of construction would be impossible with ordinary cast-in-place methods. By use of molds of concrete, steel, plaster, glassfiber-reinforced plastic, etc., the realization of new architectural ideas becomes economically feasible through precasting and prestressing.

Ordinary reinforced concrete has disadvantages for exposed finished surfaces, because of the leaching out of free lime and magnesium, corrosion, lack of uniformity, and crack formation due to loading, shrinkage, and change of atmospheric temperature or relative humidity. But by steam curing, prestressing, and closely controlling manufacture, these deficiencies can be largely reduced or even entirely eliminated. When cement is hydrated in saturated atmosphere, hydration is relatively rapid, crystallization of cement is more complete, and capillary forces are eliminated until the concrete’s strength and modulus of elasticity reach 80 percent of maximum. It is understandable that a product treated in such a manner has qualities superior to a product that is poured during unfavorable conditions and cured slowly, and where equilibrium is established when concrete has only relatively low strength and modulus of elasticity. Under these conditions, large-scale crack formations (especially at the surface where conditions during hardening are most severe) weaken the concrete and corrode its face.

**Structural Potentials**

Structural possibilities are greatly enlarged with the new reinforced concrete as a result of superior strength and stability (obtained by steam curing) and the elimination of cracks (obtained by prestressing). Examples of this new potentiality are the structural systems used by...
LaPierre, Litchfield & Partners in the Paterson State College Auditorium, Paterson, N. J. 1, and by Eero Saarinen & Associates in the new Stiles and Morse Colleges at Yale University 2. Two- and three-directional structures are almost impossible to carry out in cast-in-place concrete, with requirements of high quality and economy. But in these cases, the system was economically assembled from prefab, precast units that were tied together by post-tensioning. This type of structural system is statically indeterminate to a large degree. If the structures were to be cast-in-place, shrinkage and thermal expansion would make the buildings' structural behavior almost impossible to analyze with acceptable accuracy. With precast units post-tensioned into place, however, this problem is overcome. Structural economy of the system is obvious, since the carrying action of the Vierendeel trusses is two- to three-directional; advantage can also be taken from additional suspension action. As to the construction, only few sets of high-quality molds are required for casting. Scaffolding and shoring is reduced or eliminated, because one set of trusses will be manufactured in lengths as long as can be economically handled, and during erection will support the secondary shorter units. When post-tensioning is applied to the system, the amount of prestress can be computed so that all trusses in each direction are structurally equal in their carrying capacity.

The high structural quality of precasting and prestressing is evidenced by the Vierendeel suspension-type trusses of the Merchants Refrigerating Company Building at Secaucus, N. J., designed by Abbot Merkt & Company 3. These continuous trusses are manufactured in 40-ft units and assembled to an over-all length of 440 ft. They carry a total load of approximately four kips/lin ft, with an expected temperature change of 100 degrees F. The structural system of the building has been designed so that there are no pronounced expansion joints; the volume change will be absorbed by rotations and semi-elastic joints between individual units. (Original design in steel had 10-ft-deep trusses, with roller bearings to allow thermal expansion.)

In many cases the structural engineer must provide solutions for surfaces resulting from structural systems too complicated and expensive even for precasting; for instance, the circular mushroom-type structure proposed for the Hospitality Center, Philadelphia 4. The three-storied
shell of the Del Carmen Church, Cataño P.R., designed by Henry Klumb, is another such example. The construction could be accomplished economically only by a combination of precasting and guniting. The corner and stability rings were designed as precast units, the proper shape of the structure being established after the rings and corners were erected and welded. Then reinforcing for the missing curved surfaces was placed and welded to dowels projecting from precast units. To make the use of gunite possible, the reinforcing was covered with two or more layers of wire fabric. Gunite was applied in concentric layers, starting from the bottom stability ring of each individual shell. For such a monumental structure the concrete is usually exposed, since any type of built-up roofing would spoil its appearance. Among the proper protections against leakage are plastic- and rubber-based sprayed coatings. Condensation can usually be eliminated by the use of a lightweight concrete.

Another instance is the prefab bridge proposed for the Delaware Expressway through Philadelphia. It spans up to 150 ft for I- and box-type girders, and truss types (as shown in 3) that are economical up to 400 ft. Bridges are no longer straight, as they used to be; the curvature, especially at intersections, is relatively sharp. To satisfy this requirement, the typical steel design must be abandoned in favor of the more flexible approach of precasting.

Other Considerations
In most cases the structural shapes for buildings can be designed so that the air-conditioning and utility ducts can be installed inside the shape (folded-plate, space girder, etc.) to give easy access and to avoid using valuable space for this purpose under the structural system. This also eliminates need of an expensive hung ceiling for appearance's sake.

As with any new material, the specifications for precasting are relatively more strict than those for a well-proven material or method. Very often, full-scale tests must be made before a design will be accepted, and these will be followed by additional tests after erection. One of the pretensioned Vierendeel trusses of Louis Kahn's Medical Research Building for the University of Pennsylvania (page 152) was tested as a simply-supported member. Measurements under various loading conditions indicated that the actual structural behavior was well in accordance with theoretically-computed results. After the
erection of the tower, composed of 400 individual units, one entire floor was loaded to $D + 2L$. The two-way system behaved as a completely rigid frame, also well in accordance with theoretical results. After 24 hours under sustained loading, the recovery was almost complete. Similar results were obtained with the suspension truss of the Merchants Refrigerating Company Building.

The joints between members, approximately $\frac{3}{8}$" wide, do not create any difficulties if they are properly designed. Exposed welding is not required, and may be completely eliminated. In special cases, as for the trusses at Yale University, welding plates buried in cast-in-place slabs will be required as safety measures during erection.

**Conclusion**

It has often been stated that by the use of prefabrication, the most characteristic property of concrete—its monolithic nature—vanishes, that the jointing of large numbers of individual units is difficult, and that structural stability suffers. If this were true, and if precasting were not competitive with other materials and methods, one would expect that precasting and prestressing would be used only for experimental purposes. But at present, the precasting and prestressing industry is growing very rapidly and its position in the building and bridge fields is secure.

These few illustrations show what is possible with the new type of reinforced-concrete structural elements manufactured at far-away precasting plants, transported to construction sites, and assembled and tied together by post-tensioning or by some other means of satisfying the requirements of stability. Considering that the technique is relatively new, and few architects, engineers, and manufacturers are experienced enough to use it, progress has been considerable. Only a fraction of the potentialities of the new reinforced concrete has been utilized to date, though, and there is a promising future ahead. Of the precasting techniques that have been developed, one of the most successful—now being used to prefabricate the standardized panels of Philadelphia's new Police Administration Building—is described in detail in the following presentation.
The construction of a new Police Administration Building is part of a plan for the rehabilitation of the Philadelphia City Hall, where the headquarters are now located. Recognizing the potential civic role of the building, the City Planning Commission recommended a site overlooking Franklin Square and the approaches to the Benjamin Franklin Bridge. It includes a city block 300' by 400' in a "skid row" neighborhood for which extensive redevelopment is planned.

Functions to be housed in the new building included administrative and records offices, headquarters for detectives and special squads, laboratories, communication headquarters, and prisoner processing facilities. Other requirements were staff parking for 150 cars and a protected prisoner receiving area.

The architects approached the problem as essentially that of designing an office building with unusual requirements—controlled access and prisoner security—and special significance as a civic symbol and a nucleus for neighborhood rehabilitation.

The building is sited directly on the street facing the square, to continue the existing "wall" of buildings. Staff parking occupies the rear half of the site. Auditorium, staff cafeteria, and radio communications center are located on the lobby floor. Prisoner facilities and cells are in the basement. The upper three floors provide approximately 24,000 square feet of flexible office space per floor. Two enclosed yards at the ends of the building shelter the prisoner receiving area and the cafeteria garden, and their rectangular form relates the building to the grid plan of the area.

The plan of the typical floor was developed with several objectives in view: flexibility of office space, high percentage of useable area, and the avoidance of monotonous interior corridors. A plan with highly efficient circular wings at the ends of a less efficient, but spatially exciting, single-loaded corridor proved to be an excellent solution. Continual restudy yielded a plan which, while highly unconventional, still has a geometrical structure of repetitive units, suggesting the possibility of prefabrication.

The office space provided is 32 feet deep throughout the entire floor, without columns or other interruptions. The corridor width is tailored to the flow of traffic and affords a sense of location within the building. There are public elevators at the center of the floor and elevator-stair
Numerous studies contributed to the design of the typical floor panel. The final design (upper right) integrates structure, mechanical equipment, acoustical treatment, and lighting. An early study for the lobby-floor ceiling structure appears below.
cores for staff use in each wing. The lobby, accessible from the street or the parking area, contains a central information desk for traffic control.

Once the geometry of the plan was established, studies were made to develop standardized prefabricated panels integrating the functions of structure, shelter, and mechanical space. Although most efforts in prefabrication have been based on the unquestioned use of rectangular elements, the wedge shape proved equally adaptable.

Concrete was chosen for these elements because of its inherent flexibility in both form and finish. The major part of the structure is composed of precast members, either prestressed or post-tensioned depending on structural requirements. Cast-in-place concrete is used only for footings, foundations, and corridor floors, and for the four elevator-stair cores, which act as restraining anchors for the precast structure.

For the upper three floors two basic precast panels were developed—an exterior wall panel and a wedge-shaped floor panel. Following basic structural computations, sections and profiles were designed to provide space within the joints for all horizontal and vertical utility runs. The detail of joints in both walls and floors varies to house different mechanical services.

The exterior wall panel is 5 feet wide and 35 feet high and is composed of two columns with spandrels between, acting as a bearing wall. Effects of light and shadow and problems of dirt collection and water run-off were considered in its design.

The floor panels are in the form of modified double-T sections spanning 32 feet, and are adaptable, with minor modification, to convex and concave plan forms. Provision for lighting and acoustics were incorporated in the coffers of the ceiling.

The structure at the first floor level, which is made up of other precast elements, acts as a “bearing platform,” cantilevered out to receive the load of the exterior wall panels and carrying the load of the “ladder” columns located along the corridor line on the upper floors.

The schokbeton system was chosen for the prefabricated elements, because of its adaptability to complex joints, sharp profiles, and controlled finishes. Schokbeton is a proprietary process widely used in Europe and recently introduced to the United States.

A no-slump mixture is used, with just enough water to complete the chemical action. The concrete is put on a “shock
table” and raised and dropped with impact at a rate of 250 vibrations per minute. After sufficient treatment of the concrete, molds are put on the table and vibration is resumed while the concrete is placed. Air is expelled upward and aggregate is jarred downward; voids are eliminated, bond is improved, and a precise impression of the mold is produced. Molds for the more complex elements of this building are smooth concrete negatives developed from plaster forms; simpler members are formed in demountable steel molds.

All exposed exterior surfaces will have white cement and white quartz aggregate finish with a field-applied silicone treatment. Interior structural elements will have a smooth gray cement finish to be painted.

The design includes a zoned summer-winter air-conditioning system. The basement and lobby floor are served by an up-feed low-pressure system supplied from the sub-basement. The office floors are served by a high-velocity system feeding down from the penthouses, along the third floor ceiling, and then down through the exterior walls at the wider joints. Two branch run-outs at each floor supply the induction units housed within the spandrels. Supply and return water passes through feeders which run through the second-floor ceiling and then up and down to the other floors through the narrower exterior wall joints.

The dropped corridor ceiling allows for the collection of relief air, which is returned to the penthouses. It also accommodates a separate low-pressure system serving the interior zones adjacent to the corridor wall.

Contractors’ bids have confirmed the economic feasibility of the design. Prefabricated elements are now being cast.
Problem of Concrete Ceilings

Within concrete buildings, the exuberant sculptural forms of molded concrete ceilings and the assertive patterns created by precast elements pose problems which the architect must consider in designing the interiors. If the ceiling has a strong dominant pattern or form, its relationship to every interior element must be carefully planned. More important than the virtuosity of form itself is its relation to the total design—to the human environment created. Especially important are: the scale of the ceiling pattern in relation to each specific interior area; the economy and efficiency of subdividing or partitioning the space; the size, shape, and placement of lighting fixtures; the integration of mechanical equipment and acoustical materials; and the scale and placement of furniture. Several different solutions to the problems of both precast and poured concrete ceilings are shown here.

For highway restaurant buildings in Illinois, Pace Associates, Architects, used a dome pan ceiling system. The exposed areas were ground, spackled, and spray painted with a sand finish. The voids received lighting fixtures or perforated metal and glass fiber acoustical panels, leaving an uncluttered "waffle" ceiling.
Low glass partitions were chosen by the architects to enclose the gift shop, allowing the ceiling and lighting pattern to continue uninterrupted; ceiling-high partitions surround only the kitchen and toilet rooms.

Perhaps the classic example of the integration of lighting, mechanical equipment, and acoustical material with the ceiling-floor structure is Yale University's Art Gallery 2, designed by Douglas Orr and Louis I. Kahn, Associated Architects. Complete flexibility in dividing the "loft" space (a design consideration now considered invalid by Kahn) is achieved by partitions which may be placed anywhere along the ribs of the tetrahedral ceiling. The voids contain air-distribution ducts and trolley ducts for lighting units. The trolley ducts are attached to a layer of acoustical material which was used as the form for, and became integral with, the structure.

In Paul Rudolph's Greeley Memorial Laboratory for Yale's School of Forestry 3, precast-concrete columns branch out into tree-like paired capitals supporting the undulating poured-in-place beams to which are attached the precast roof panels. Glass fits around the capitals and between the ceiling and wood partition tops. The dominant capitals and the emphatic ceiling pattern, with its bare fluorescent fixtures and ducts, are left exposed in various laboratory rooms.

A more expansive feeling of space was achieved in the open 120' x 180' interior of Hunter College's library 4 in New York, designed by Marcel Breuer. The library is roofed by six inverted concrete umbrellas, each on a central column. A fluorescent lighting grid of aluminum box sections 7'-6" o.c., suspended 10 ft above the floor, provides uniform illumination for a completely flexible furniture arrangement. Whether the architects intended this lighting grid as an inconspicuous element which would not interfere with the view of the shell structure, or as a contrasting horizontal element, it be-
comes, in effect, a suspended ceiling, negating the soaring space molded by the shells.

Precast-concrete ceiling panels span between the steel beams of the circular bank 5 in the Crown Zellerbach building's plaza, designed by the San Francisco office of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill. Conceived as a glass pavilion, the 70-ft-diameter bank has no interior supports; it is roofed with lightweight precast-concrete shells. Lighting is incorporated in the insulating fill. The air-conditioning system was designed so that there would be no supply ducts in the ceiling.

The delicacy of the folded-plate precast-concrete roof at the American Concrete Institute Headquarters Building 6 in Detroit, designed by Yamasaki, Leinweber & Associates, is preserved on the interior. Office areas are illuminated by strips of fluorescent fixtures installed along the apexes of the folded plate and partially recessed in the acoustical plaster. Ducts for the combination heating and cooling system were placed in the floor, leaving the ceiling free of any mechanical equipment. The upper parts of partitions are glazed so as not to interrupt the continuity of the folded planes of the roof.

To shelter diners at an outdoor restaurant 7 in Pine Mountain, Georgia, architects Aeck Associates designed a concrete structure of twenty-one columns, 10'-6" high, with 30-ft-diameter cones. This construction was made economical by using two forms, moved on wheels. The cones are tied together with additional concrete. All electrical equipment for the suspended lighting fixtures and speakers is concentrated at points between the cones. Mechanical equipment is concealed inside the cones.

In each of these interiors, the architects considered the problems of integrating the lighting, mechanical equipment, and acoustical materials, and of the placement of partitions and other interior elements. They illustrate a variety of solutions, some more successful than others.
Dr. Mercer's Concrete Extravaganza

Henry Chapman Mercer is hardly known to architects today, although he received the American Association of Architects' gold medal in 1921. Dr. Mercer, an archeologist and anthropologist, designed and built four reinforced-concrete buildings in Doylestown, Pennsylvania, between 1908 and 1916. The plasticity of his works, anticipating recent architectural trends, can be seen in his home, Fonthill (above), and his Museum (left and following pages). His design approach and methods of construction are described in this article by a contributing editor to P/A.
Mercer, Henry Chapman, 1856-1930, archeologist and anthropologist, b. Doylestown, Pa., grad. Harvard, 1879. He was curator (1894-97) of American and prehistoric archeology at the University of Pennsylvania. He is noted for his studies of the archeology of Yucatan and of the Delaware valley. He made a unique collection of the tools and utensils of American colonists and in 1916 built and endowed a museum at Doylestown, Pa., to house it. His writings include works on archeology, Ancient Carpenter's Tools (1929), and The Bible in Iron (1914).

In this way the Columbia Encyclopedia introduces us to the many talents of Dr. Mercer, a versatile genius of the turn of the century and one of the creative American innovators in the tradition of Jefferson. What has not been recognized among his many accomplishments, and what is not pointed out in his life summary above, is his unique talent as an architect. Though the American Association of Architects bestowed its gold medal on him in 1921, today few, if any, architects know of this remarkable "lay brother."

During the years 1908 to 1916 Mercer designed and constructed in Doylestown four buildings—the Museum mentioned above; his own home, Fonthill; and the Moravian Pottery and Tile Works, where his tile designs are still being executed. All these buildings are of reinforced concrete—a material in which he seems to have had unshakeable confidence and which he loved and understood. Concrete was to Dr. Mercer the ideal material to be molded in large scale, not unlike the way in which he used his other favorite material, terra-cotta, for the smaller forms of his tile designs.

Although Dr. Mercer stated in his notes, on a number of occasions, that his choice of concrete was based on its fire-resistant qualities, there are many indications that it was really the plasticity of the material which attracted him over and over again. It was his firm belief that concrete could be molded to any shape and that it would stand forever. He was remarkably successful in demonstrating this theory with his four buildings, even though he never had architectural training and designed and built these structures without any assistance from an architect, engineer, or even skilled labor.

Fonthill, his chateau-inspired home, was the first of the four buildings. This structure was his residence and also contained his extensive collection of archeological artifacts and Americana. Though it still houses valuable books, furnishings, and an exquisite collection of built-in tiles, his early American tool and implement collection was transferred to the Museum which he began to build in 1914.

Of the four Mercer structures, Fonthill is the most personal and, for the architect, the most fascinating. Everywhere a remarkable spatial order is evident. One stands in awe of the man who could visualize such a complex structure without the help of drawings. How he went about building this sixty-room castle would whet the curiosity of any architect. Fortunately he left among his papers a complete description of the construction procedure for Fonthill, which was the prototype and testing ground for the three subsequent buildings.

"The house was planned by me, room for room, entirely from the interior, the exterior not being considered until all the rooms had been imagined and sketched, after which blocks of clay representing the rooms were piled on a table, set together, and modeled into a general outline. After a good many changes in the profile of the tower, roofs, etc., a plaster-of-Paris model was made to scale, and used till the building was completed."

"From eight to ten unskilled day laborers at the then wages of $1.75 a day, and under my constant direction, built the house in three summers. I employed no architect to carry out my plans, and there were no skilled laborers employed in the construction proper, though afterwards a carpenter put in the doors and window sash, a mason set the tiles on the vertical walls and a painter put in the window glass. As a single exception to this, a potter set the ceiling tiles which were cast into the building during its construction."

"All cement was mixed by hand and the material lifted either in iron wheelbarrows, or boxes with four handles to be carried by two men, or by a pulley fastened at the vertex of a very simple apparatus, namely a triangle about 10 ft. high, made of three wooden strips balanced with guy ropes so as to swing outward from the brink of the walls, or at a hand pull backward inside the ledge. This inward swing brought the uplifted load within the triangle to the workmen's hands. A horse was trained to pull forward a pulley rope on a counter block."

"Columns rise from the cellar to housetop through several rooms without symmetrical arrangement. Their forms were made by boards set vertically and held together in circles with rope and wire, or in squares with battens. Each was reinforced with three vertical pipes and wire circles twisted by hand and dropped down the forms about 2 ft apart as the work went on. Tiled capitals and bases and cement capitals were put on after construction. Some of the latter in the windroom were taken from very old Byzantine churches in Greece and one, the ovalish face in the center, from Mont St. Michel in France."

"One column was cut off during construction in the yellow room to make way for a bed. Some of the columns were plastered after construction with lime and sand mortar, others with cement. Some were left untouched and some slightly retouched."

"The interior partitions connected with or supported by the columns were cast about 5 inches thick and reinforced as usual. The cement windows were cast in channels oval wire loop in its sides and then reinforced with iron rods and set in their wall-holes after construction."

"(To avoid serious condensation of moisture) we decided to cast a very porous under- crust on all ceilings (1 pt cement to 6 pt fine sifted cinders)."

Of particular interest is the construction of the many-vaulted and irregularly-shaped ceilings. A platform was erected under the proposed ceiling level; dirt was heaped on it and padded by hand to the desired shape; a layer of sand was placed over the dirt, and rather dry concrete was then poured. Almost all the ceilings at Fonthill are decorated with colorful tiles which were set integrally:

"Decoration tiles were pushed face downwards into the sand crust so as to project about a quarter of an inch on the backs. We feared sagging of the vault forms and the falling of heavy tiles set in this manner, but no such had results followed. When we pulled out the platform props, the platforms collapsed and tons of earth and sand fell, exposing the tiles, after which the loose sand was washed off with a hose and when dry, brushed and shellacked between the tiles. Some of the columns were plastered after construction but never construct decoration."

"The construction was nowhere concealed. From the first to the last I tried to follow the precept of the architect Pugin: Decorate construction but never construct decoration.”

Though the effect is often weird and theatrical, this building, with its unique spatial plan and its frank and bold construction techniques, should establish Henry Chapman Mercer as one of the important forerunners of the modern movement in architecture. His work is particularly apropos today in the light of recent architectural trends, and the "discovery" of the plasticity of concrete by modern masters.

Following Fonthill, a similarly remarkable garage, and the Cerrota-like tile factory located not far from the house, Dr. Mercer began to plan a new building to house his collection of Colonial tools.
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and implements and the related collection of the Bucks County Historical Society. "This," he said at the inauguration, "was to be a museum to fit the collection."

Like Fonthill, the Museum was planned from the inside out; even more so, since large exhibits such as canastoga wagons, fire engines, even a gallows, determined the space requirements. To Dr. Mercer, reinforced concrete was again the ideal material, providing the necessary plasticity, durability, and fire resistance. Several of the large exhibits were first put in place, it is said, and the building then grew around them. In one instance the winch of a ciderpress extends to the gallery above through a hole left for it in the floor.

There is no record of a set of plans of the Museum, not even a rough clay model of the kind prepared for Fonthill. As Henry-Russell Hitchcock called the Catalan architect Gaudi, Mercer can be classified an "action architect," one who designs on the spot in close contact with his construction crew. However, unlike Gaudi, Mercer had no formal knowledge of statics, nor the benefit of a trained crew.

His own description of the building, given during the presentation ceremonies in June, 1916, throws additional light on the equally unique collection, and the creator of both:

"The building is made of reinforced concrete, that is, stone, cement and sand strengthened with steel rods. The waterproof roof about 6 inches thick, also of cement, lacks patent waterproofing compounds, and that with the galleries and floors rests on vaults rather than beams. The frames and sash of the light-diffusing windows are of concrete and while the sash of small ventilators are made of wood, their frames are also of cement. The bookcases are of concrete and the railings of iron piping. Staircases with low treads sometimes overhang the interior court so as to economize space. In order to allow for the varied size of exhibits the levels of floors and ceilings vary greatly, and there are numerous fireplaces. The windows were placed so as to get the most and best light regardless of outside effect, and when the object of the building was attained, which was entirely a matter of inside arrangement, the pitch of the roof, the position of steeples, dormers and chimneys, and the shape of the mullions of windows, were only then considered from a decorative point of view.

"But the building, which may or may not please the eye, is a secondary matter. It was made for the collection, while the collection was not made for it.

"I call your attention to its great and increasing value and the one and only object of the whole work, which has been to permanently display, preserve and enlarge what might be called a new presentation of the history of our country from the point of view of the work of human hands. You will find the smaller objects guarded from visitor's hands and the threat of fire, locked in fireproof, glazed alcoves fronting four tiers of galleries opening on a high court; while many of the larger things hang over the balconies of the galleries themselves, in full sight from many points of view and so as to occupy no floor space. Many windows light the collection at all points and there are vistas and halting places where the visitors, without deeper study, gets an impressive view of many objects."

The courtyard scheme is not unlike Frank Lloyd Wright's Guggenheim Museum, though Mercer interconnected his mounting galleries by steps rather than ramps. The many irregularities in plan (caused by alcoves off the main court), the random setting of windows, and the variance of ceiling heights and shapes make a walk through the Museum a spatial experience, at least to this observer, more impressive than the evenly spiraling path of the Guggenheim Museum. To carry the parallel further—Mercer's bold and frank exposure of the concrete framework makes Wright's stuccoed version look like papier-maché in comparison. In 1905, long before most architects realized the potential of the material, Mercer affirmed that "in the new feat of constructing whole buildings out of cement, I would like to speak as though we proposed not to copy stone, or wood, or metal, or anything else, but, as though we intended to let the cement stand upon its own merit, casting itself into any reasonable shape, by and for its own law."

The Mercer Museum, as it is called since Dr. Mercer's death, rises 115 ft and measures 97'x71' in plan. For the structural parts of the building a concrete mixture of 1:2:4 was used, elsewhere 1:2½:5. Spading was simply done with shovels; batches were fairly dry, except for spiraling stairs and other more intricate forms. For the construction of the roof, only inside forms were used and they were
moved up as the work progressed. Though no membrane waterproofing was applied, there has been no difficulty with water seepage. The roof surface was finished with brooms. Strong evidence of board marks indicates that Dr. Mercer changed his method of erecting vaulted ceilings from building earth mounds to using wood forms. Formwork was primarily of 10″ or 12″ sheathing though there is evidence of the use of many odds and ends of boards of various thicknesses and widths. Window mullions and frames for the Museum were cast in sections. Small crosses, forming the mullions, were assembled to make a window. The glass was fitted into the corners of the crosses before the whole was bound together by cement mortar. Flexibility in window size, both horizontally and vertically, was achieved by simply varying the size of mortar filler between the crosses.

Particularly close to Dr. Mercer’s heart seems to have been his collection of Pennsylvania Dutch stove plates, which are displayed in a tall, well-lighted tower room off the main center court. A balcony, several finely proportioned openings (introduced for the sheer fun of space experimentation, I am sure), winding stairs leading to and from the room, beautiful and colorful examples of his own tile work, and the fine collection of dozens of different black, polished, low-relief stove plates make a visit to this room a memorable experience.

In the much darker main space, one wishes that fewer objects were displayed and that some artificial light would supplement the inadequate daylight on the levels which have no benefit of skylights. Yet, in spite of the great profusion of objects on exhibit and the inadequacy of the lighting conditions, a high sense of order prevails, due entirely to the bold skeleton of the structure which, in a remarkable way, unifies the exhibits and the architecture into one whole.

Dr. Mercer’s concrete constructions are not mere curiosities. They are the visions of an imaginative mind and the work of an intuitive craftsman—a combination which is precisely the requisite of a good architect.

What might have happened, had Mercer studied architecture instead of law, makes interesting speculation. Would his imagination have been directed into more conventional channels consonant with the architecture of the early part of the century? Or might this enthusiastic proponent of the concrete material have gone beyond the works at Doylestown to become the Auguste Perret of the USA?
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Exposed Concrete Requires Proper Specs

By HAROLD J. ROSEN

The two types of exposed-concrete surfaces—produced by cast-in-place and aggregate-transfer methods—are discussed by the Chief Specifications Writer of Kelly & Grazenu, architects-engineers.

Concrete can be controlled through proper detailing and specifications, permitting the architect to utilize it as a finish material and thus avoid the additional cost of covering veneers. Cast-in-place architectural concrete can be achieved through proper specifications and enforcement of the provisions outlined in them. In addition, an economical method for obtaining an exposed-aggregate surface finish on cast-in-place architectural concrete can be attained by the aggregate transfer method. Both of these finishes are described more fully in previous issues of this magazine: specifications for cast-in-place architectural concrete are contained in January and February 1959 P/A; the aggregate-transfer method of surface treatment is outlined in September 1957 P/A.

To obtain cast-in-place architectural concrete, it is essential that prospective contractors be forewarned regarding what is expected of them by specifying the materials and workmanship in a separate section of the specifications entitled "Architectural Concrete." This alerts the contractor to the fact that there are significant differences between this concrete and that specified for foundations, slabs, and concealed concrete.

Fundamentally, to produce cast-in-place architectural concrete it is mandatory that the cement and aggregates be from the same basic source, since uniformity of color is essential to appearance. Air-entraining admixtures should be incorporated in the concrete mix to protect the concrete from freezing and thawing. The amount of water used should be restricted, since over-wet mixes increase shrinkage and produce less durable and more permeable concrete.

Concrete should be designed so that vertical and horizontal expansion, construction and contraction joints occur at inconspicuous places or are highlighted to accent certain features. Recommended locations and details of joints may be found in the publication entitled "Construction Joints and Expansion Joints in Concrete Buildings" issued by the Portland Cement Association.

Forms may be of plastic-coated plywood, which has a great number of re-uses and has the advantage of smooth-surface large panels with minimum joints, easily erected. Board forms may be used to provide texture and varying widths and depths.

Metal accessories and reinforcement should be placed so that there is a minimum distance of 2" between the weather side of the concrete and the metal. This is necessary to prevent rusting with resultant damage to the appearance of the concrete. Wall ties for forms should be of a removable type permitting the holes to be completely filled after removal.

The placing of concrete is most important, since then is the time to minimize honeycomb irregularities, air bubbles, and other surface imperfections. Concrete should be placed through suitable hoppers, chutes, or elephant trunks with a free fall not exceeding three ft. Forms should be vibrated and concrete hand spaded to disperse air.

The timing of the stripping of forms is very critical and air temperatures play an important role in this operation. Forms offer the best curing media, but economical re-use dictates removal as soon as practicable.

Exposed surfaces must be cured properly by wetting. Curing compounds should not be used since they inhibit the proper finishing and may cause discoloration.

After removal of forms, defective areas and tie holes should be patched with a mixture of 1 part cement and 2 parts sand. The cement should be a blend of white and gray, so that the mixture will match the shade of the adjoining concrete. After the imperfections have been patched, the entire surface should be cleaned down with a grout that is similar to the patching mortar but of a paint consistency.

In the aggregate-transfer method of surface treatment, expensive aggregates such as marble, granite, or ceramics are confined to the outer surface of the concrete, creating an attractive appearance at reduced cost. The selected aggregate is held in an adhesive on form liners installed in the forms, the concrete is then placed and cured, and lastly the forms and liners are removed. The aggregate becomes embedded in and bonded to the concrete. Pleasing surface textures can be obtained economically without surface treatment by varying the manner in which adhesive and aggregates are placed in the liner. The adhesive is spread by a notched trowel, which gives a light or rough reveal to the aggregate depending upon the size of the notch. In addition a number of textures may be produced by surface treatment after the concrete has cured. Rough textures may be obtained by bush hammering or sand blasting. A smooth or polished surface can be produced by dry grinding.

A pamphlet entitled "Color and Texture in Architectural Concrete by Aggregate Transfer" also issued by the Portland Cement Association describes in detail the entire subject of the system for aggregate transfer.
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Discrepancy Found in Sabine Formula

By WILLIAM J. McGUIINNESS

Classic reverberation time formula, used in acoustical design of music halls for the last 60 years, incorrectly evaluated absorbing power of audience. New calculation standards, based upon occupied area instead of number of people, as reported here, predict reverberation time within one percent accuracy.

An orchestra conductor or an experienced listener can appraise the acoustical merits of a music hall with surprising accuracy, but the technical analysis and its use in proposed designs is indeed an exact science. As in most scientific endeavors, the major contributions of knowledge are infrequent, often separated by many decades.

In 1900 Wallace C. Sabine, a young assistant professor at Harvard gave to the science of acoustics his classical reverberation equation. In simplified form this is:

\[ T = \frac{0.049V}{S\bar{a}} \]

In words, this states that the actual time \( T \), in seconds, of the reverberation of a sound in a room is related directly to the volume \( V \) of the room, and inversely to the absorptive qualities \( S \) \( \bar{a} \) of the room surfaces including the surface (floor) occupied by the audience. \( S \) represents the total area of the surfaces including that of the audience; \( \bar{a} \) is the average absorption coefficient of the surfaces including that of the audience. The product \( S \bar{a} \) may also be calculated as the sum of the products of each surface area and its corresponding absorption coefficient. Approximate coefficients are: plaster .03, drapery .20, and a seated audience .90. It is seen that in the control of reverberation time, a seated audience has 4\( \frac{1}{2} \) times the effect of drapes. Absorption value of the audience may also be expressed as the value per seat.

Reverberation time is defined as the time required for a sound to be reduced to one millionth of its original intensity. It may be calculated by Sabine’s equation, as just discussed, or measured physically by instruments.

Of the various acoustical requirements in a music hall, control of reverberation time is the most important. Depending on the volume of the room, there is a reasonably fixed optimal range of reverberation times within which the actual measured time should fall (see chart).

As examples, a 200,000 cf hall (ordinate A) has a range of approximately 1.2 to 1.7 sec and a 1,500,000 cf hall (ordinate B) a range of approximately 1.6 to 2.1 sec. Too long a time causes confusion and lowered intelligibility. Sounds of short duration are flat and insufficiently resonant. It is startling to learn that an experienced listener can distinguish between 1.5 and 1.6 sec (7 percent). The importance of time control becomes evident. The proper evaluation of the effect of the seated audience is, of course, the dominant item.

The great contribution by Sabine in 1900 has been the basis of acoustical design for 60 years. Yet certain inaccuracies have puzzled scientists. Only now, after six decades, have these been investigated and corrected. Sabine stated that the sound-absorbing power of an audience is directly proportional to the number of people. Dr. Leo L. Beranek now states and proves that the absorbing power is directly proportional to the area occupied by the audience, nearly independent of the number of seated persons in that area (uniform distribution of persons is assumed).

For the past five years, Beranek and his colleagues have studied over 50 of the world’s most famous concert halls in 15 nations. The June 1960 Journal of the Acoustical Society of America carries a 10-page report of these findings of Beranek, who is President of Bolt, Beranek & Newman, Inc. Acoustical Consultants, of Cambridge, Mass.

The music halls ranged in volume from 200,000 cf to 1,500,000 cf. These volumes have been marked (A and B on chart), so that the optimal reverberation times would be apparent. Reasons for the study appear when it is considered that the Boston Symphony Hall, with a reverberation time predicted by Sabine as 2.31 sec, was actually measured to be 1.8 sec, an error of 28 percent. Another case based on Sabine’s data showed an error of 44 percent with a predicted time of 2.3 sec, measured as 1.6 sec. It will be seen that both halls performed better than predicted and are within the optimal range, but errors of this magnitude are hardly admissible. Sabine established his original “per person” data on performance in some Harvard lecture rooms with closely spaced seats. Applying this to the more dispersed seating of a music hall, not enough value was placed on the true absorbing value of the area and this resulted in a high predicted reverberation time.

By plotting the measured reverberation times in numerous halls against volume per seat, (Sabine’s theory) a very scattered pattern appeared. Plotting it again against audience area per unit volume (Beranek’s theory), a straight-line relationship was distinctly apparent in all of the significant frequency ranges. Setting up calculation standards based upon occupied area instead of number of people, new calculations gave predicted times which, in the case of 21 halls, varied less than 1 percent from the measured time as an over-all average and never more than 7 percent in any particular hall.

Since the time the paper was first presented, Beranek has learned from independent scientists that the reverberation time in the pre-World War II Philharmonic Saal in Berlin was nearly unchanged whether the concert attendance was 50 or 100 percent. This lends additional and independent support to the postulate.
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Construction Contracts — Part 4

BY JUDGE BERNARD TOMSON & NORMAN COPLAN
P/A's legal team concludes its discussion of the new AIA construction-contract forms.

In reviewing the architect's status as set forth in the 1958 edition of the "General Conditions" we pointed out that his power to determine or arbitrate disputes involving the contractor's performance, might be subject to differing interpretation. If there are certain subjects relating to the contractor's performance which should be finally determined by the architect, and others which should be subject to further arbitration, the "General Conditions" should be clarified to state expressly so. If, on the other hand, it is deemed appropriate and desirable for the architect to determine conclusively all questions concerning performance under the construction contract, the "General Conditions" would require substantial revision.

The view that the construction contract should provide for the conclusive determination or arbitration by the architect of all matters pertaining to performance under that contract is based upon the belief that the architect is in the best position to determine the extent of the contractor's obligation. The architect, it is contended, is in the best position to determine, for example, whether a delay in the time of performance is justified; whether work performed constitutes an extra; when and how the contractor should be paid; whether the contractor is properly paying the subcontractors; etc. It is further contended that such status for the architect would not only result in quick decisions, thereby saving time and money, but that this power would furnish him with an effective means to fulfill and satisfy his function as supervisor of the project and of the contractor.

A revision of the "General Conditions" to furnish the foregoing status to the architect would require amendment of Articles 29, 31, 37, 38 and 40, and a replacement of Article 39. A suggested clause follows:

"Article 39—ARCHITECT'S DECISIONS. Any dispute, claim, or question concerning the execution of and performance under this contract, including, but not limited to, any matters related to quantity, quality, and artistic effect, extras, and payments to the Contractor or Subcontractors, shall be submitted to the Architect for determination, and his decision shall be final, binding, and conclusive."

If the "General Conditions" should expand the role of the architect as an arbitrator, it is of importance that it also provide a procedure in the event that the architect can no longer render services to the project because of death, discharge, or incapacitation. It would obviously be unfair to permit the owner to discharge his architect and to appoint a new architect with the same powers concerning arbitration as the reason for the removal of the original architect may have been related to a dispute between owner and contractor. On the other hand, however, if a new architect has been designated by his predecessor, there would be no valid reason why he should not have the same status. In any event, the construction contract should provide for the status of a successor architect.

Although increase in the status and power of the architect under the construction contract is gaining more widespread acceptance in the industry, the 1958 edition of the "General Conditions" in at least one instance, tends in the opposite direction. Article 37, entitled "Relations of Contractor and Subcontractor," provides that the rights and obligations in all procedures between the contractor and subcontractor in connection with arbitration of disputes shall be analogous to those between owner and contractor. However, this article has been amended in the 1958 edition to provide in this connection that "a decision of the Architect shall not be a condition precedent to arbitration." At least in this area, therefore, the latest edition has limited the architect's status and perhaps weakened his ability to provide effective supervision of the project.

The provisions which relate to the architect's supervision of the project and of the contractor are not significantly amended or revised in the 1958 edition. Apparently, the hazards to the architect in respect to his obligation to issue "Certificates of Payment" are not adequately recognized or understood, for the 1958 edition has not furnished to the architect any additional tools to perform this function. This column has recommended, for example, that the "General Conditions" provide for the audit of the contractor's books and records by the representative of the architect or owner at the owner's expense (see IT'S THE LAW, SEPTEMBER, OCTOBER, and NOVEMBER, 1953). Such audit would insure that subcontractors have been paid as required by Article 37 and place both the owner and architect in a more secure and knowledgeable position. Periodic audits are routine in many other business areas, and such a requirement would be no reflection upon the honesty or responsibility of contractors.

This four-part review of the latest edition of the "General Conditions" was not intended to be all inclusive. Its object was to indicate that, from the viewpoint of the architectural profession, there are areas for improvement which would result in a more efficient and effective exercise of the architect's function.
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OCTOBER 1960 P7/A
Leonardo Ricci—
Is Involvement Enough?

Dear Editor: Your comments about Leonardo Ricci, and about his "involvement" (August 1960 P/A), are pertinent. When has anything worthwhile been done without unreserved commitment on the part of the doer? With this I am in total agreement; but the results, in the present case at least, suggest that involvement alone is not enough. What is wrong?

Can it be that the direction of his involvement is wrong? I have long suspected that a preoccupation with painting theory at the expense of a concern with building construction problems and human needs hinders good design. Has it not been the case throughout history that the closer the designer was to the work? Witness what evidence we have met his story you

I say that there is too much "interesting" work being done and too little with that appealing human trait—modesty—so rare in most of us but so often found in the greatest men—Einstein, Schweitzer, Gropius. Nor does modesty preclude verve. Look at Maillart's bridges, the hill towns of Italy, the Swiss houses around Schwarzenburg, Albini's "Museum of the Treasury of St. Lawrence" in Genoa, Maybeck's work in Berkeley, and many other examples.

How do we get away from this tendency? The best statement I know is that remarkable last chapter written by E. B. White for "The Elements of Style." Let every young architect read it—substituting the proper architectural words for grammatical terms—particularly the paragraph where the author has just said, "No idiom is taboo, no accent forbidden; there simply is a better chance of doing well if the writer holds a steady course, enters the stream of English quietly and does not thrash about.

"But," the student may ask, 'what if it comes natural to me to experiment rather than to conform? What if I am a pioneer or even a genius?' Answer: then be one. But do not forget that what may seem like pioneering may be merely evasion, or laziness—the disinclination to submit to discipline. Writing good standard English is no cinch, and before you have managed it you will have encountered enough rough country to satisfy even the most adventurous spirit.

How many of us use the old materials properly, to say nothing of the new?

FRED BASSETTI
Seattle, Wash.

Dear Editor: I read Fred Bassetti's letter and wish to comment further on your article. I like its emphasis on Ricci's spirit and energy rather than his architecture. This is obviously the point. This energy and enthusiasm about his work, his conviction, comes closer to what is noble in a man and is perhaps therefore more capable of creating great architecture than the mere humdrum eight-to-five architects of little conviction, those who are apt to drift with the usual architectural-magazine bill of fare, and the cliché.

I have little interest in what a magazine thinks of a man's work. Even in a publicity-conscious, publicity-guided, togetherness-clotted society a magazine fulfilling its duty as reporter should call attention to work being done, attracted or guided by variety and seriousness (humor included), rather than modishness or monetary worth. Your article added a perspective which, like Ricci as a person, is refreshing. Grading his architecture from A to X either by you or by me does not matter one good-goddam. Better to remember those words of Rilke, "Works of art are of infinite loneliness, and with nothing to be so little reached as with criticism. Only love can grasp, hold and fairly judge them."

DONALD M. FROTHINGHAM, JR.
Seattle, Wash.

Dear Editor: Leonardo Ricci in his "involvement" follows man's most productive tradition. His concern with the whole of life compels admiration. It is easy to carp and criticize. While I am not attracted to portions of Mr. Ricci's architectural philosophy and even less to the results, I certainly affirm with you his right to say and do as he believes. From your article it is clear that he would be a stimulating and vital individual to know.

When you get down to the meat of any architectural matter—the buildings—there is again demonstrated the weaknesses of the split painter-architect personality.

I must add the empathy "involved" in sliding down the Bellandi handrail does smack of brutality. I realize I am laying myself wide open on this one! As for presentation, I have always found lacking those articles which illustrate predominantly the exterior of things and which ignore or give minimum shift to interiors and plans. In Ricci's story you show thirteen exterior photographs to three interior photographs (two of these quite small) and no plans whatsoever. This method of presenting architecture is by no means exclusive with your magazine, but it is one to which I do not subscribe (shattering word for any publication!).

ALFRED BROWNING PARKER, FAIA
Miami, Fla.

We had the same anxieties about sliding down the Bellandi handrail, but Ricci points out that a slide down that balustrade might lead to a sorry end at the bottom of the cliff. For the more practical purpose of climbing the stairs, he tells us, the projecting uprights afford an excellent grip.

Ed.

In Milano—"Home and School"

The current Milan Triennale, which follows (or attempts to follow) the theme of "The Home and the School," has at-
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Dear Editor: It is pretty much to be expected that old Triennale hands will find Number 12, already dubbed a "flop" in local circles, a bit of a disappointment. It is only fair to state that it must have taken courage on the part of the committee to turn its back on a sure thing and deliberately strive to turn the attention of the public to the solution of more basic social problems.

The previous "fair type" Triennales, housed in pavilions which put the delightful gardens of the Parco Sempione to good use, emphasized national trends, interior design, furniture, etc. This year the Italians, with only two important exceptions, confined themselves and their guests entirely to the remodeled interior of the Fascist neo-classical Palazzo dell' Arte. The only two buildings actually erected, the British school and the U.S. home, both making use of prefabric systems of construction, by their very nature more close than most exhibits to offering clear-cut interpretations of this year's theme.

The former, completely landscaped and furnished down to the last item for opening day, has created something of a sensation. In a country where cost of construction and speed of erection could play an important part in the implementation of any school building program, it is no accident that this exhibit has stolen the show. It is to be hoped that the Alcoa home (not completed at this writing) will be as confidently assertive. Unfortunately, where the British elementary school is literally typical of many already built and in use today, the benefits of industrial production as realized through prefabrication of modular components and mass purchasing remain largely theoretical as far as the American home-buyer is concerned. Is it perhaps accidentally symbolic that whereas the school whose in situ (job-poured) floor-cum-foundation slab rests firmly on the ground (no matter what contortions the ground may be subject to, such as subsidence due to mining, earthquakes, etc.), the U.S. home, presently perched on wobbly concrete piers, has to have the ground shoveled in around it.

The big question is how successful this Triennale as a whole is in developing and exploring the theme it has set itself. Certainly the architects for the remodeling and planning of the exhibit space have been skillful in devising an "itinerary" full of interest and contrast in volume and lighting. Raising the whole floor of the main exhibition to the level of the existing window sills enables the visitor to walk round and peer downwards into the various apartments and classrooms, which have been furnished according to location—whether designed for the country, the suburbs, or more central areas within the city itself.

Just how successful these exhibits are in themselves as progenitors for an ideal environment is open to question. About all one can say is that the nearer one got to the center and the more money (for some reason) one had to spend, the more ghastly did the furnishings become.

As for the vast display of architectural drawings comprising a personal show of eight Italian architects on a rotational basis, none but the most avid student is likely to devote the hour necessary to discover who did what and separate what has been done from what is "projected".

Of the various countries participating with ground floor exhibits the more positive contributions were made by Mexico, Belgium, Sweden, Denmark, and Switzerland. Most of the other exhibitors merely nodded in the general direction of either the home or the school without apparently being aware of anything beyond or in between.

For those who demand nothing more from a Triennale but more of the same—only different—this one may seem to be a flop. But the fact seems to be that Italians are "Triennale-minded:" boys seem to bring their girl-friends as a matter of habit. Perhaps the Triennale is one way to make people aware that the shaping of an environment demands more than pretty furniture. It must be seen in the wider context which links town planning at one end of the scale with interior design at the other. This may be said to be a good start in a positive new direction.

JOHN GRACE
Wimbledon, England

Intuitive Design—Another Advocate

Dear Editor: After many years of "suspenanching"—designing axially-stressed structures—it was a source of great consolation to me to see that these same concepts were so correctly understood by the students at Columbia University, as evidenced in their designs for an Industrial Display Pavilion (AUGUST 1960 P/A). And, all the more so since, as guest critic, the writer refrained from offering architectural suggestions and only assisted the students in clarifying structural principles.

Concerning the motives impelling intuitive structural design, Professor Zuk in the same issue has contributed an illuminating companion discussion based on a profound philosophical comprehension of these motives.

As a "down-to-earth" constructor, I would like to re-emphasize that there must be a clear understanding of the physical laws governing structural behavior in order to create designs of architectural validity. That no training in higher mathematics is required to attain such knowledge has been stressed in a previous discussion (FEBRUARY 1960 P/A). Of particular interest is the section of Professor Zuk's discussion on "The Forces of Structure," as it throws light on the behavior of a homogeneous section beam stressed beyond its elastic limits—in a phase beginning at the first appearance of cracks and concluding at total collapse (DECEMBER 1957 P/A). Within this phase, ever increasing forces—beyond the ultimate elastic strength that the material is supposed to provide—appear to be needed in the continuously reducing sectional areas, so that when they are combined with smaller and smaller arms they can still produce a balancing resisting moment permitting the beam to be still in service during this phase. A similarity between the concluding equation synthesizing statics in this phase, \( P_1 = \text{cd}^2 \), and Einstein's equation for energy, \( E = mc^2 \), would suggest that a strength of nuclear order is developed during the concluding stage of the beam's life. Professor Zuk's reference to the electromagnetic forces governing strength of materials, however, may lead to the correct approach to this problem. Communications regarding the writer's shortcomings in his attempt to contribute a solution to this problem would be welcome.

PAUL CHELazzi
New York, N.Y.
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A Rebel Within the Establishment

The last few years have witnessed a spate of books on the history of reinforced concrete and on the contribution of Auguste Perret to the building art. This volume is an interesting contribution to the series. Obviously done in a spirit of deep filial piety, it carefully traces Perret's career from his earliest projects at the Ecole des Beaux Arts through his last city planning schemes and buildings at Amiens and Le Havre. For the most part, the approach is straightforward and chronological. Champigneulle takes up each of Perret's important buildings in turn, illustrating his discussions with excellent photographs and a good series of plans and sections. There is also a revealing number of projects that have not hitherto been published. The focus of the work is entirely upon Perret, and the point of view of the author is completely French. Except for a few references to Hennebique and Baudot, no other architects appear in the book, and there is no attempt whatever to relate the achievement of Perret to other phases of the modern movement. In this regard it is an extremely ethnocentric production. The work was obviously done with the close co-operation of the Perret family.

Like other recent writers on Perret, the author stresses the background in architectural theory and in building construction. The Perrets were skilled masons, and young Auguste literally grew up with a trowel in his hands. He was apparently destined to be an architect from an early age. As to theory, he studied in the atelier of the great Guadet and also read extensively in Choisy and Viollet-Le-Duc. In later years he returned and would have been forbidden to engage in the family construction business if he had passed an architectural diploma. Like

Nervi and Candela, two other virtuosi in concrete, Perret both designed and built a large number of his most famous structures.

For the American reader, a historical review of Perret's work raises a number of fascinating questions. In recent years we have become much more conscious of our important heritage in the early years of the modern movement. American writers have, quite understandably, concentrated on the work of Sullivan, the young Frank Lloyd Wright, and more recently, on Maybeck, Gill, and the brothers Greene. Many of their buildings in the period 1900-1914, which Walter Lord has significantly named "The Good Years," exhibit to modern eyes an undeniable freshness and vigor. The Perret buildings from this same period strike one as a curiously mixed lot. The famous apartment house at 25 Rue Franklin (Paris, 1903) still seems to be one of the finest buildings of the time, a daring experiment in the articulation of the reinforced-concrete skeleton; much the same comment can be made about the garage in the Rue Ponthieu done two years later. The Théâtre des Champs Élysées (1913), on the other hand, appears to be a vapid performance in a neo-classic vein; Champigneulle's verdict that it is "le plus beau théâtre moderne du monde" is simply nonsense. The author's enthusiasm for the sculptures of Bourdelle, which adorn the façade, is also ludicrous.

Perret's later work likewise shows a remarkably uneven quality. The docks at Casablanca and the Esders and Marion factories are fascinating experiments in the use of thin-shell vaulted forms; the churches at Le Raincy and Montmagny must still be ranked among the finest modern works in this difficult building category. The offices for the Ministry of Marine, however, seem to be thoroughly pedestrian performances, in no way worthy of the praise which the author bestows upon them.

What is the reason for this amazing disparity? It lies, I think, in Perret's uncompromising adherence to traditional French academic doctrine, even though he was working with reinforced concrete, a material which could be expressed in an astonishing variety of ways. Thus he finally held that its true nature could only be properly seen in framed and trabeated constructions. The idea that concrete could be treated in an essentially plastic fashion (in the manner of Nervi and Candela) was repugnant to Perret. Moreover, as he grew older, his designs became more and more classical.

Continued on page 218
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Champigneulle goes so far as to term the reconstruction of Le Havre "a Cartesian city," and he is quite right. The photographs, which are excellent, beautifully convey the exceedingly formal quality of the scheme.

In short, Perret was, in the excellent phrase of Reyner Banham, "a rebel within The Establishment." Possessing as thorough an understanding of classical principles as any of his contemporaries at the École des Beaux Arts, he was distinguished from them by his devoted exploration of the possibilities of a single new material: concrete. His basic problem was to find a proper expression for it within the established framework of French academic doctrine. As time went on, he became increasingly the prisoner of his theory. Hence the magnificent wide-span vaults of the Esders and Marienon factories may well be aberrations in the total body of his work. His utterances at the end of his life are those of a man with strong but narrow convictions; steel construction, he thought, was only "a brilliant episode" in the history of architecture, and he seems to have had small regard for, or appreciation of, the other leaders of the modern movement. It is important that he constantly put his students on guard against being modern—"for nothing else is so quickly outmoded." It is also noteworthy that in the last two decades of his life, Perret received a remarkable number of government commissions, and that when he died he was president of the architects' Registration Council, Grand Officer of the Legion of Honor, Inspector General of National Buildings, and most important of all, a member of the French Academy. Such official honors were never accorded to Frank Lloyd Wright, but Wright, after all, never made his peace with The Establishment.

Seen in the light of the American architectural tradition, the Perret career is of peculiar interest. It is the story of a great innovator whose work yet remained very much within his country's accustomed architectural manner. At the end of his life, his native land rewarded him as though he had never deviated from official practice. How different it is in the United States! Not only have our great innovators not been rewarded—they have also, in their best moments, been violently in revolt against the very principles for which Perret stood so strongly. While waves of formalism have from time to time swept over American architecture, it has always been strongest in its moments of protest against classical ideals. It is significant that during the vital period 1909-1914, when Perret was developing a substantial reputation in Europe, he was almost unknown in this country. While American magazines were devoting a surprising number of pages to the work of Otto Wagner in Vienna and of Berlage in the Netherlands, their editors left Perret strictly alone. The omission is important. The spirit of his work was not in sympathy with that of The Chicago School or of the early West Coast modern architects, the two most vigorous groups in this country. Today it is hard to think of a single building in the United States which has been influenced by his example. Perret was quintessentially French, and in Frank Lloyd Wright's reaction to Paris and what it stood for ("Vienna had always appealed to my imagination. Paris? Never!"), Wright was speaking in a profoundly American vein.

**Handbook on Welded Wire**

Building Design Handbook for Welded Wire Fabric. Wire Reinforcement...

The wire-reinforcement industry, through its national association, is offering a valuable design handbook to all concerned with reinforced-concrete construction. In two parts, the handbook comprehensively presents both general information and design details.
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E.P.

Synthesis of Mind and Emotion


What are we going to do about the French? They have given us another thick book on art, crammed on the one hand with illustrations, documentation (sometimes merely nominal), and an air of unassailable authority (through their presumption of cultural primacy in the visual arts) and, on the other hand, with a lyrical intellectualism that is conceived as an end in itself. I do not think that this makes the present situation (in painting, at least), more understandable, and I suggest that the current confusion results not only from the fantastic over-productivity of worthless paintings, but also from the effort to explain them, dismiss them, or find a place for them among man's necessary acts by imposing a function upon art that there is as yet no reason to believe it can support. Like Malraux, Huyghe is not so much concerned with art for art's sake as with something more philosophical and religious: art as a form of the highest good, art as a form of salvation. He writes at the end of his study:

"Man, who is forced to witness the crumbling and dissolution of all that he knows and experiences, and who suffers from this universal relativity, aspires to escape from transience and to discover some firm ground, which will at last give meaning to his life, justify it. He finds this meaning in the work of art.... To be able to create a work of art, to be able to experience it—is this not one of the reasons why he finds life worth living?"

It is, I should think, something of an accomplishment to maintain this belief when art presupposes a necessity implicit with the awareness of uncertainty. If you take art via prescription and the pain persists, you cannot call your doctor. But Huyghe, former curator of the Louvre and professor of the College de France, elevates art to an inviolable status which he then takes as a sign of its ultimate worth. (As if an artist never doubted himself.)
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Yet if Huyghe is less a Puritan than Malraux proved himself to be in *The Voices of Silence* (beauty is an important article of his faith and he is no less “engaged” than Malraux despite the non-militant tone in his patient, scholarly style), he is less convincing in the end because his convictions seem to rest solely on a view of art, especially painting, that is slightly old-fashioned if not pedantic in making its connections between past and present. He is treating what he conceives as a world gone—or going—to pot with largely received ideas concerning the mystery, beauty, and “voiceless speech” of art which, by a sort of leap into faith, are endowed with transcendental affiliations. Yet his messianism is curbed by a point of view that derives from the secularism of the French intellectual tradition. Huyghe’s Romanticism represents an uneasy marriage of positivist notions about society and fundamentalist notions about “esthetic” belief. The apocalyptic view of art tends to see reality as a conspiracy without realizing that art through its ideality is something of a conspiracy against reality. But where Malraux envisions art, or at least, every masterpiece, as a “human victory over the blind force of destiny,” Huyghe would seem to say that art is a mystery informed by human necessity and what results is not so much a triumph over the blind forces of destiny as a successful effort to transform them into Beauty and Poetry. Huyghe rages not so much against a universe of contingency as against the loss of equilibrium in man himself. Chaos in man frightens him more than a universe that “blindly runs.” “We must put the tremendous powers of the visual to work,” he demands, “in order to preserve the balance of man’s inner life.”

It must be granted that Huyghe is also proposing that art get a grip on itself, which is a good thing; but it is hardly comforting to know, nor is it even likely, that art alone stands between us and self-destruction. Yet it is odd that Huyghe is not more of a revisionist than he is. He wishes art to lead men back to the good, the true, and the beautiful. At the same time his excellently illustrated volume, after a protracted study of the broad aspects of ideas and images in world art, updated by the contribution of modern psychological research (using woefully inadequate sources), provides a fairly static picture of the relationship between art and the artist, between art and nature. Huyghe sees his task, however, as one of restoration, retrieving art from dogmas and definitions “which we have so completely assimilated that we mistake them for instincts, whereas... they are actually a screen between us and our instincts, keeping the latter well hidden.” Yet he constantly reassures us that a painting’s ultimate “meaning” escapes him (us), and this somehow—after even psychology fails to penetrate the mystery—makes its spiritual function all the more invaluable. It is as if he were half afraid that the uselessness of art, its lack of functional utility, posed a threat to his evaluation of its spiritual seriousness. For he is forced by his scholasticism to acknowledge the insights of reason while his paternal possessiveness doesn’t want anything to change, basically. His distortion of the role of art is similar to that perpetrated by social realists. In general he proves his case as to art’s inviolability but without much visible sign of encouragement.

The opening sections of this book deal with the “gradual primacy of the visual” and trace the ascendancy of the sign over the word. The “civilization of the book” is born during the Renaissance...
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and ends with the 19th Century and the coming of the "civilization of the image." The machine made thinking "too slow" and in a single, simple illustration Huyghe demonstrates the deprivation of the conceptual faculty by the pressures of modern life: the faucets designated "hot" and "cold" in the Victorian era come to be marked with the initials "H" and "C." The machine, by separating the artist from the artisan, turned the latter into a mere worker, the former into an esthete. "Monstrously, art was reduced to theories of which the work itself became only an illustrative application; esthetics... now became a full-fledged system, and even sought to rule the creative act. In the Middle Ages art was still natural; from the Renaissance on, it was thought necessary to think in order to create." And now it is sensation which threatens ideas. His point is well taken.

Art for Huyghe represents a reconciliation of the natural "inwardness" of man with his ability and necessity to impose form upon the chaos of his sensory life. In considering the ideas and images in world art, Huyghe is seeking to reconcile feeling and thinking in an art extracted (in the words of his significant subtitle) from a "dialogue with the visible." If art is to cope with reality it must first relate to it.

Ideas and images of true art thus communicate a psychological balance (a thorny point which we can't investigate here). "We want to assimilate the outside world; to this end we reduce it to forms, each of which delimits a compact area lifted out of the primal chaos. These forms, for the mind, are ideas; for the eye they are simple geometric figures. The effort to construct ideas runs parallel to that of devising ideas."

This attitude enables him to observe: "The similarities between Fouquet and Piero della Francesca may be accounted for by the fact that in the 15th Century the entire Latin world rediscovered the balance between the impressions of the senses and the requirements of the mind. Four centuries later, reacting against the exaggerations of optical truth demanded by Impressionism, Cezanne was to effect a similar reconciliation between natural appearance and intellectual construction."

The artist's debate with reality is, according to the author, the distinguishing feature in man's application of art to control his environment, but Huyghe would not be a Frenchman if he did not insist that the issue of freedom is bound up in the manufacture of images and ideas. The evidence which he brings to bear on his thesis uses history as a demonstration of man's struggle to attain those means and as frequently his submission to those means once he has attained them. Art, however, is not a variable factor in the struggle; it is a permanent and enduring quality to be rediscovered when civilizations and cultures have regressed to the point of stagnation and decadence. If Art is always "there" so are its dispositions to certain styles. The author begins at the beginning:

"... among the varieties of art that give a free interpretation to the data of nature, two large categories may be distinguished. One is the product particularly of agriculture and sedentary civilizations, at periods when they depart from realism and aim at imposing a definite and fixed geometrical order on forms. The other, the product of cultures and hunters and nomads, for whom life means constant movement, shifting from place to place, is typified by simplifications and contractions which suggest a coiled spring about to be released."
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These prove to be roughly the differences between the Classic and the Baroque which correspond to intellectual and sensory types, respectively, and a balance of which, within the individual artist, Huyghie insists is desirable. He finds the duality resolved in the person of Eugene Delacroix.

In Delacroix, Huyghie finds an ideal synthesis of mind and emotion which illustrates Valery’s statement: “What I call great art is merely an art that requires the use of all of a man’s faculties, and that appeals to all the faculties of other men. . . . I believe that a work of art should be the act of the whole man.” Huyghie devotes more space and illustration to Delacroix than to any other artist mentioned in the book. The work of the great French Romantic is reproduced in sixteen instances, as opposed to ten for Rubens, eight for Raphael, seven for Rembrandt, and five each for Jan Van Eyck and Vermeer.

But with Delacroix’s introduction into the text, Huyghie’s book discloses its own duality. Roughly it is that of the intellectual life of the scholar and man of letters versus the connoisseur attempting to place his personal tastes at the service of ideological comprehensiveness. In all of this there is an affecting modesty. Even his most brilliant flights of abstraction seem reserved, for he prepares his ground carefully. But then this book is a sort of summa theologica of the visual arts and I rather have the feeling that one of the compelling drives behind it is the fact that modern art (and perhaps modern life) has thrown this sensitive and dedicated man into a state of confusion and uncertainty by forcing him to re-examine the premises of his life work. Rather than rejecting the impostors, he bends his definitions to imitate the sensibility that surrounds him. He is too fair. Misled by the need to preserve the continuity of art, Huyghie has gone wading in a flood. Thomas B. Hess, executive editor of Art News, rightly calls him a “naive participant . . . in recent Parisian activities.” This is putting it rather mildly, but emphasizes one of the damnably annoying aspects of this book—its particular cultural bias.

This can be understood only in light of the situation of the arts today in France. There, along lines conceived by Minister of Culture André Malraux, a sort of cultural revivalism is taking place, designed to re-establish French leadership in art which, in its Gaullist context, means placing art at the service of French gloire. Thus, as Annette Michaelson has written in Arts from Paris, “Pollock’s debt to Fautrier and to Wols must be invented and used to support the very real importance of Masson’s influence in the interests of establishing, through mere chronology (and faked chronology at that) France’s creative supremacy.”

While Huyghie gives the impression of being above this sort of thing (there is no nationalistic tinge to his affections for Delacroix and his taste in modern French art shows only that he is as susceptible as anyone else to the internal politics of the art world) it seems inconsistent with both the atmosphere of fairness that he projects and the urgency of his discussion to fall prey to what has already been a prolonged form of cultural apartheid by excluding American painting (and the English are given short shrift also) at a time when American abstract art has found eager, if indiscriminate, acceptance the world over, even piercing the Iron Curtain. While the effects have not been necessarily salutary, the phenomenon is un-
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deniable. I make the charge with an awareness of the discrepancy between the enthusiasm with which abstract expressionism is being greeted by the painters of Europe and the East and the atmosphere of reappraisal, consolidation, and even counter-revolution that is seemingly in progress at the moment in the United States, where a group of figurative painters recently picketed the Museum of Modern Art, and a number of our established realists, among them Edward Hopper, wrote a letter to the Whitney Museum of American Art protesting its defection to abstract art with the interesting implication that collectors were becoming too influential.

It is far from likely that there is any direct connection between an incipient change of direction in art and the "tremendous powers of the visual" which Huyghe wishes to put to work to "preserve the balance of man's inner life." The psychological and moral life of mankind, while not immune to the blandishments of art, must work out their salvation within their own province. But there may be a connection between an art restored to equilibrium (who will know it?) and men taking a real interest in themselves and their work. There is a feebleness in such presumption but one must risk it an argument. This book makes a sincere and sometimes effective effort to treat a difficult situation, but it seems to me that Huyghe has not only overlooked certain works in history but has failed to allow for all the other countless and anonymous ways in which men express themselves.

SIDNEY TILLIM
Contributing Editor, ARTS Magazine

Effect of Concrete Admixtures


Since the development of water-reducing and set-retarding admixtures for concrete, over 25 years ago, their use has grown continuously. Their present annual use in the United States alone is in the production of an estimated 25 million cubic yards of concrete. Further indication of current interest in these products is the active work of the ASTM Committee on Concrete and Concrete Aggregates (and various public agencies) in drafting standard tests and specifications to govern the purchase and performance of admixtures.

This symposium, an ASTM area meeting held at San Francisco in 1959, consists of ten papers and a summary, with extensive tabular data and references. It is of interest that four of the papers are contributions by principal producers of admixtures; the remaining papers were prepared by representatives of consumer interests, research organizations, and the cement industry. Reports concern the effect of admixtures on plastic and hardened concrete, on structural and lean-mass concrete, in ready-mixed concrete, and in portland-cement pastes.

E.P.

Bibliography on Concrete Fatigue

Fatigue of Concrete. Bibliography No. 3, American Concrete Institute, P. O. Box 4754, Redford Station, Detroit 19, Mich., 1960. 30 pp. $2.50

The latest in a series of ACI bibliographies (following two earlier publications that dealt with prestressed concrete and the evaluation of strength tests of concrete) lists 114 significant works on the fatigue of plain and reinforced concrete. No other comprehensive bibliography in this field is available, according to the ACI committee that searched to the ACI committee that searched the major technical publications of many countries to compile the references.

With references going back as far as 1898, the bibliography reflects historical background as well as desirable current practices in the field of fatigue of concrete. Titles cover a wide range of tests, including the results of studies made in compressive and flexural fatigue loading of plain and reinforced concrete and in the resistance of bond to fatigue loading. (Investigations involving impact are not documented.) Annotations briefly summarize the results of tests described in the references, and author-subject indexes simplify further research.

E.P.

Books Received


Continued on page 254
L·O·F announces...

pattern glass

This exciting family of patterns (shown approximate size) features twenty-six combinations of patterns and textures, including wired and heat absorbing glass. Two thicknesses in many patterns, three in some. Sizes up to 60” x 120”, one wired pattern 72” x 132”.

Ask your L·O·F Glass Distributor (listed under “Glass” in the Yellow Pages) to show you actual glass samples. Or send the coupon for free booklet which reproduces patterns actual size. It also gives Pattern Glass names, weights, sizes, thicknesses and transmission values of diffused light.

Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co.
45100 Libbey-Owens-Ford Building, Toledo 1, Ohio

Please send me free booklet showing Pattern Glass.

Name__________________________

Address________________________

City________________________Zone____State____

LIBBEY·OWENS·FORD—a Great Name in Glass
Toledo 1, Ohio
Rolling Counter Shutters by Kinnear

With Interlocking Slats of Extruded Aluminum

- Endlock
- Safety Endlock
- Extruded Aluminum Slat
- Mount face of wall
- Or mount between jambs
- Vinyl Seal Strip
- Slide Bolt Lock
- Bracket Stop
- Cylinder Lock
- Recessed Lifting Handle
- Extruded Bottom Bar

Ideal for counter openings and "pass doors" of all kinds. Interlocking-slat curtain of extruded aluminum, or roll-formed of steel or other metals.

A flexible strip at the bottom of the curtain provides a cushioned seal between the closed shutter and the counter.

Kinnear's new "Midget" straight-profile counter shutter slat combines extra eye appeal with space-saving, coiling-upward action. No usable space is wasted in the interior, exterior, or overhead.

Kinnear Metal Rolling Counter Shutters are built to fit each individual opening, in any practical size.

The KINNEAR Mfg. Co.

FACTORIES:
1960-20 Fields Ave., Columbus 16, Ohio
1742 Yosemite Ave., San Francisco 24, Calif.

Offices and Agents in All Principal Cities

WRITE TODAY for the all-new 8-page bulletin on Kinnear Rolling Counter Shutters!
TRUSCON SERIES 57 METAL DOORS are designed to withstand the high-frequency use of public and commercial buildings. They are available in a wide selection of types, designs, and finishes, with a complete selection of hardware including anti-panic closures. Single-swing and double-swing units. Write for additional information.

TRUSCON ALUMINUM VISION-VENT® CURTAIN WALLS set the style. VISION-VENT goes up easy, goes up fast; for VISION-VENT is a wall design with the window already in place. This simplified erection method reduced construction costs. Send coupon.

TRUSCON "O-T"® STEEL JOISTS now designed to 20,000 pounds per square inch working stress. Design is in balance with all other structural elements. Truscon "O-T" Joists are made to the rigid standards of the Steel Joist Institute Quality Verification Program. Straight bottom chord carries to spandrels and columns. Good stability in both directions. Economical extended end. Now being produced in the industry’s newest plant, designed for highest efficiency. Send coupon for details.

REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
DEPT. PA-9041-A
1441 REPUBLIC BUILDING • CLEVELAND 1, OHIO

Please send additional information on the following:
☐ Republic ELECTRUNITE E.M.T.
☐ Truscon Series 57 Metal Doors  ☐ "O-T" Steel Joists
☐ Truscon Aluminum VISION-VENT Curtain Walls

Name________________________Title____________________
Firm__________________________
Address________________________
City__________________________Zone____State_______
NOTICES

New Addresses

WILLIAM L. PEREIRA & ASSOCIATES, Architects-Planners, 5657 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 36, Calif.

KUYKENDALL & McCOMBS, Architects, 5801 Trowbridge St., El Paso, Tex.

JOHN C. SEWARD, Architect, 712 Montgomery St., San Francisco 11, Calif.

WISEMAN & BLAND, Architects, 2600 Popular Bldg., Sixth Flr., Memphis, Tenn.

FLOYD M. REISTER, Architect, 609 Insurance Bldg., 831 14th St., Denver 2, Colo.

SAMBORN, STEKETEE, OTIS & EVANS, Architects-Engineers, Libbey-Owens-Ford Bldg., Sixth Flr., Toledo, Ohio.

S. THOMAS STATHE, Architect, 3902 Knowles Ave., Kensington, Md.

SULLAM & AHERLE, Architects, 1519 Fourteenth Ave., Seattle 22, Wash.

CARROLL V. HILL & ASSOCIATES: Community Planners, Landscape Architects, Development Consultants; with offices in Cleveland and Pittsburgh, announce the removal of their Home Office to 4608 N. High St., Columbus 14, Ohio.

New Firms

RICHARD A. PETERSON, WILBUR B. CLARK, JR., and NEWTON E. GRIFFITH, principals in firm of PETERSON, CLARK & GRIFFITH, INC., Architects, 39 S. 8th St., Suite 202, Minneapolis 2, Minn.


Elliott Gitlin and MARVIN J. CANTOR, principals in firm of GITLIN & CANTOR, Architects, 261 Constitution Ave., N.W., Suite 525, Washington 1, D.C.


OLUF N. NIELSEN, Architect, 2535 S. Lowell Blvd., Denver 19, Colo.

GORDON POWERS, Architect, 15 W. 44 St., New York 36, N. Y.

MICHAEL D. SCHWARTZ, JAMES S. GASPAR, SID DYER, and SIDNEY SCHWARTZ, principals in firm of SCHWARTZ & ASSOCIATES, Architects, 114 E. 32 St., New York 16, N. Y.

ROBERT WILMSEN & CHARLES ENDICOTT, announce the formation of a partnership with DE NORVAL UNTHANK, JR. The new firm will be known as WILMSSEN, ENDICOTT & UNTHANK, Architects, 863 13th Ave., E., Eugene, Ore.

New Partners, Associates

RENATO G. BARRETO, made an Associate in the firm of PAUL ROGERS & ASSOCIATES, INC., Consulting Engineers, Chicago, Ill.

JEROME FELCHER, joins the firm of FARKAS & BARRON, Consulting Engineers, New York, as an Associate and Project Manager.

GORDON R. WILLIAMS, re-joins the firm of TIPPETTS, ARBET, MCCARTHY & STRATTON, Architects-Engineers, New York, as an Associate.

EDWARD H. WELLS, WILLIAM STEVENSON YOUNG, and ROBERT W. MALMROS were named Partners; and DONALD P. BARNER, EDWIN B. BRUCE, ARTHUR C. FRIEDEL, JR., and JOHN H. DIERLEIN, as Associate.

Continued on page 264

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

for LCN Closer Concealed-in-Door Shown on Opposite Page

The LCN Series 304 Closer's Main Points:

1. An ideal closer for many interior metal doors
2. Mechanism concealed within door; flat arm not prominent, and provides high closing power
3. Door is hung on regular butts
4. Closer may have regular arm or hold-open type, 90-140° or 140-180°, as desired
5. Hydraulic back-check protects walls, etc., on opening
6. Door and frame easily prepared by metal fabricator. Closer can be installed at factory or at job site.

Complete Catalog on Request—No Obligation or See Sweet's 1960, Sec. 19b/L4

LCN CLOSERS, INC., PRINCETON, ILLINOIS
Canada: Lift Lock Hardware Industries, Ltd., Peterborough, Ontario

OCTOBER 1960 P/A
THO' WE DON'T RECOMMEND PACING A NEW BARRETT BONDED ROOF—WE CAN UNDERSTAND IT. After all, a Barrett bonded roof does inspire confidence. And for 3 good reasons:

1. Quality roofing and roof insulation materials.
2. Applied by pros—Barrett-approved roofers.

Speaking of roofs...

For a pitch roof, we've got the famous Barrett SPECIFICATION* roof—the first 25-year bonded pitch and felt roof available. For an asphalt roof, always dependable Barrett ANCHORBOND*. For roof insulation, Barrett’s unique surface-sized fiberboard. Keeps pitch and asphalt where it should be—on top.

Don't forget BARRETT . . . Aluminum siding • Asbestos-cement siding • Ceiling tile • Gypsum • Insulation board • Plastic panels • Protective coatings • Rock wool • Roll roofing • Roofing shingles.

†Trade Mark of Allied Chemical Corporation
ACRILUME SOUND-ABSORBING LIGHTING DIFFUSERS

New architectural concepts utilizing sculptured decorative designs for luminous ceilings and other lighting applications are now possible with Acrilume Lighting Diffusers. These pre-formed diffusers of rich, textured acrylic composite combine efficient acoustic characteristics with excellent light diffusion and light stability.

2' x 2' — Install on any inverted T-track suspension system • Other sizes available on special order • Hi-impact strength — won't crack or break • Completely washable • No destaticizing required •

comfort takes a NEW form

CONTREX SCULPTURED ACOUSTIC PANELS!

CUSHIONALL OPAQUE ACOUSTIC PANELS

A multitude of original designs in acoustic ceilings and other applications are made possible by Cushionall Acoustic Panels, available in sculptured decorative designs, colors, woodgrains and built-in color-style patterns to your specifications.

Lightweight, easy to handle • 2' x 2' — Install on any inverted T-track suspension system • Other sizes available on special order • Strong and durable • won't chip or break • Completely washable • Never needs painting or special cleaning •

See our catalog in Sweet's Architectural file, or write to Contrex for full information.

Developed for Contrex by Bolt, Beranek and Newman

CONTREX Company, Chelsea 50, Mass. PA-10.

I would like further information on:

ACRILUME LIGHTING DIFFUSERS

CUSHIONALL OPAQUE ACOUSTIC PANELS

Name ____________________ 

Firm ____________________ 

Address ____________________ 

City ____________________ State ______ 

ates as a result of a program to strengthen the relationship between the architectural and engineering departments of Sargent, Webster, Crenshaw & Folley, Architects.

Name Changes


Lewis & Berghausen, Architects, 445 Kressler Ct., Scranton, Pa. Formerly the office of George M. D. Lewis.

P/A Congratulates . . .

Carroll R. Justice, succeeding the retiring William I. Hanrahan as vice-president of U. S. Steel Products Division of United States Steel Corporation.

Sydney J. McBride, Charles G. Slater, and Edward F. Breen, made vice-presidents of Amos Parrish & Co., Inc.


Elections, Appointments


David L. Laird, made vice-president of Integrated Interiors, Inc., Camden, N. J.

John Haro, named as chief architectural designer at Albert Kahn Associated Architects-Engineers, Detroit, Mich.

Richard D. Riehl, joins the firm of Frederic F. Wiedersum Associates, Architects-Engineers, to represent the firm to school boards in Long Island, and New York State.

New Branch Office


New Computing Firm

The Dacom Corporation, a professional computing service, with headquarters in Buffalo, N. Y., will offer architects and engineers aid in problems of structural analysis.
Bow Windows

For complete information on Andersen Windows see your Sweet's File, phone your lumber and millwork dealer, or write for Detail Catalog or Tracing Detail File to: Andersen Corporation, Bayport, Minnesota.

Contemporary design? Yes! Excellent detailing, clean functional lines—Andersen WINDOWWALLS make important contributions to contemporary architecture. You have a choice of 7 basic units, 30 different types, 685 cataloged sizes. Shown: Motel, St. Clair, Michigan. Architect: George D. Lytle.
It's amazing what you can do with Glidorama Aluminum Window Walls. Glidorama standard sections offer the beauty, economy... the flexibility needed for full creative expression and individuality of design. We will be pleased to offer suggestions or assist you in developing window walls of functional design to suit your individual specifications.

Write for Architectural Bulletin GL-12
Glidorama Division, Whizzer Industries, Inc.
355 S. Sanford St., Pontiac, Michigan

WHY, ONLY
GLIDORAMA
ALUMINUM WINDOW WALLS
COULD DO THAT!